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SUMMARY

This report^summarizes the results of a number of studies on

ice performed by researchers at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
during the period 1955-1959. Sections of the report are entitled as
follows: - growth of large single crystals of ice and ammoniumfluoride
ice; lattice constants of mixed crystals of ice and ammoniumfluoride;
degree of perfection of glacial ice crystals; thermal motion in ice and

heavy ice; viscoelastic properties of ice; diffusion of NH4F through
ice; dielectric relaxation; effect of pressure on dielectric properties;
and investigation of the polarity of ice crystals

PROPERTIES OF ICE

by
Rudolf Brill and Paul R. Camp
I.

GROWTH OF LARGE SINGLE CRYSTALS OF ICE
AND AMMONIUMFLUORIDE ICE

Review of the problem

Although there is a fairly extensive literature on the growth of ice crystals, it is
largely concerned with the problem either of nucleation of crystals or the growth of
crystals from the vapor phase. These matters have been reviewed in two papers by
Mason (1958a and b). The problem of growing high-quality single crystals has been
less amply covered. Even so, many techniques have been used. These range from
the simple approach of merely freezing water slowly in a bucket and then cutting out
such large single-crystal portions as occur by chance, to the more elaborate processes
common in the field of metals and salts (Landauer, 1958; Griggs and Cole, 1954). It is
with some dissatisfaction that we note in another part of this report that the most

perfect single crystals still seem to be those occurring naturally in glaciers.

Such

crystals apparently grow from packed snow by grain boundary migration over many
hundreds of years. It is unlikely that such a process can be adapted to the laboratory.

With many techniques to choose from, special considerations will determine the
method chosen. These may have to do with size and shape, orientation, ease of
varying conditions, uniformity of conditions, control of the melt composition,
exclusion of gases, availability of seed stock and so forth. Our interest in growing
single crystals of ice was prompted by our need for samples of known history,
composition, growth rate, and growth direction for electrical measurements. Since
we wished to be able to perform certain experiments on growing crystals, flexibility
was also an important design factor. A zone crystallization system was chosen.
The general approach to zone crystallization is well known in the technology of
metals and needs no review here. However, two points should be discussed. One
is why zone melting was chosen over other methods of growing single crystals and the
other is what new problems occur in growing crystals of ice.
Zone melting was selected because it seemed to offer the simplest method of
growing crystals at constant but preselected rates without elaborate apparatus, to

allow for programmed doping of the crystal (addition of other materials like NH4F)
and exclusion of unwanted gases, and to provide the desired flexibility for experiments.
Although the technique of pulling a crystal slowly from a melt is also simple and
controlled, it becomes complicated when further requirements, such as growing in a
vacuum, are introduced. The zone technique is also particularly well suited to
automatic control, and to refining to highest purity by successive recrystallizations.
There are three particular problems in growing ice crystals which are not found
in growing metal crystals. The first is that the ice has a low melting point; the
second, that it is a poor conductor of heat; and the third, that it floats. The first
means that the water can dissolve large amounts of gas, which is an impurity, since

solubility decreases with temperature!

The first and the second combine to create

a real problem of extracting the heat of fusion through the crystal and not through the
walls. The third creates a dual problem of convection and expansion.
Since OC water is less dense than water several degrees warmer, the near-

freezing water rises to the surface.

Thus a fairly convectionless system could be

designed in which a furnace was lowered slowly along a tube containing ice, the whole
assembly in a room at perhaps -IOC. However, unless the whole tube is kept liquid
below the hot zone and is suitably arranged to allow for expansion, the freezing ice
will burst the container. Furthermore, such an arrangement sacrifices the advantages
f

of a zone system in which the impurities rejected to the melt are confined to the molten
zone. This zone property offers the possibility of successive refining and of so-called
zone leveling of impurity concentration. A vertical system in which the furnace is

lifted (or the sample slowly lowered) is complicated by excessive circulation.

Although

the movement of the solution may be desirable for other reasons, it creates a large

2
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additional burden of heat flow through the crystal.

Again such a system could be built

if properly controlled temperatures were maintained along its length and again the
zone property would be lost.
Design of the apparatus

The system developed here is a nearly horizontal one in which a tube of polycrys
talline ice is slowly passed through a warm zone. The principle of operation is as
follows.

The ice is melted as it enters the warm zone and refreezes as it emerges.

If the initial conditions are such that the tube has a single crystal seed at one end,

followed by a liquid zone and then the polycrystalline ice stock, and if the liquid zone
is placed in the heater so that the single crystal portion is emergent and the raw
stock ice is entering, the single crystal will grow as the tube is pushed through the
warm zone. The doping of the crystal is controlled by using suitably doped raw stock.
Although the principle is simple, the design is somewhat complicated by the need to

maintain a liquid-solid interface at the crystal which is convex towards the liquid.
Otherwise secondary nucleation takes place at the tube wall and the sample becomes

polycrystalline.

If the liquid-solid interface occurs in a region where the walls of

the tube are above OC, it will be convex automatically.

But this condition requires

a fairly large flow of heat through the crystal and so a cold zone has been provided
close to the warm zone.

Furthermore, in a horizontal system, circulation takes

place which is not uniform over the liquid-solid interface. While this is unimportant
for pure ice, it results in an uneven distributionof impurities in a cross section of
doped ice. To make this distribution more uniform, it is desirable to rotate the tube
about its axis as the crystal is growing. This produces a uniform melt at the liquidsolid interface without unduly increasing the burden of heat to be conducted away by
the crystal. The apparatus has been built to accommodate samples up to 30 in. in

length and 1-| in. in diameter. For some experiments it is desirable to use water
instead of polycrystalline ice as the raw stock. To prevent this column of water from
freezing, an auxiliary heater has been provided which runs lengthwise underneath the
tube.

A more detailed description of the apparatus is given below.

A sketch of the system is given in Figure 1. The sample tube (not shown) is
pushed along the tube slide by the pushing mechanism, A. The slide itself is an 8 ft
long 2 by 4 mounted on edge with a V-shaped groove cut in its top side. It supports
the rest of the apparatus.. The pushing mechanism consists of a geared down motor

driving a lead screw. Mounted on the pushing mechanism is a small motor which is
geared down and coupled to the sample tube so as to rotate it about its axis at 4 rpm.
When sample rotation is desired, this motor is turned on. B is the first hot zone
and is maintained at a sufficiently high temperature to insure complete melting of the
stock ice.

C is a second hot zone the purpose of which is to allow the turbulence

caused by B~to decay and thus reduce the heating by convection at the growing interface.
The heating current in this coil is'controlled by a thermoswitch so that the temperature
is held constant at a few degrees C. D is a cold zone which is kept at about -20C and
provides a heat sink so that there will be sufficient heat flow along the crystal. J3 and
C are very close together to insure a large temperature gradient. The temperatures
and drive rate are adjusted so that the liquid-solid interface is located in zone C, 1
to 2 cm from the end near D.

D is maintained at a constant temperature by circulating

Prestone at -34C through it. The circulation is controlled by a pump which in turn
is controlled by a thermistor bridge whose sensitive element is located in D. The
Prestone is cooled by a small refrigerator unit.'

Because there are always bubbles present, that is, there is always a small amount

of empty space, the whole apparatus is mounted at an angle of about 5° to the horizontal.
This insures that the liquid-solid interface will always be completely immersed in
i

water.

The crystals are grown in long plastic^tubes which may be sealed at the ends for
vacuum freezing. First a sample of vacuum distilled water is frozen (in vacuum) in
the cold room to provide a bar of polycrystalline ice. About 25 cm of this bar is then
removed. From the piece removed, a piece about 15 cm long.is selected and a seed
crystal of tube diameter is frozen to its end. Enough water to replace a bar of ice

lr^
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Photograph of the crystal growing apparatus.
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10 cm long is poured into the tube and the 15 cm seed bar, suitably gripped, is inserted.
The sample then is as shown in Figure 3. It is mounted in the apparatus with the seed
portion near the D end of warm zone C. The drive mechanism is then started and the
crystal'grows along the tube.

With this apparatus, single crystals up to 30 in. long may be grown in sealed
tubes. The rate of growth is variable from 1. 2 to 22 mm/hr. Doped samples of
constant purity or of deliberately programmed purity may be grown by assembling
the stock ice from pieces of different purity. Samples can be grown also directly
from an all liquid stock. Crystals may be grown with or without rotation. At any

stage during its growth the sample may be removed from the apparatus, examined and
replaced without disturbing the seal on the tube containing.it. The apparatus is suitable
for electrical and thermal studies of growing crystals and these experiments are made

easier by the use of open construction and clear plastic sample tubes. It has been in
operation for over a year and has produced many crystals b.oth pure and doped. It has
also been used for some studies on growing cyrstals.
Characteristics of laboratory grown crystals

The quality of the samples grown with this apparatus is a function of the initial
condition and the growth procedure. The condition of the seed seems to be of paramount
importance. It was hoped that, as a crystal grew, the quality would improve as a
result of structures whose, directions of fastest growth were not parallel to that of the

tube terminating at their intersection with the walls of the tube.

So far as we have

observed, if there is a change of quality with growth it is degenerative,but long crystals

of good quality can be obtained. Polajogjaprfft"examination of bars several inches long
shows them to be single and freeTfom observable microstructure.

However examination

in the direction of the c-axis with the sample between crossed polaroids always reveals

the distortion of the iso~gyre noted by Landauer. He has reported also a tendency to
lineage structure for crystals grown parallel to the c_-axis. We have observed the same
thmg~Yn some cases but believe we have been successful in tracing it to the seed.
Apparently Landauer encountered some difficulty in growing crystals in a direction
perpendicular to the c-axis. We have found all orientations equally satisfactory for
growth.

The formation of bubbles in the ice even for evacuated samples was a source of
some interest. It was found that the.kind of bubble structure which developed could be

controlled by controlling the growth rate.

Very low rates gave almost no bubbles.

Slightly faster rates gave very fine hair-like bubbles, and rates of 5 mm/hr and up
gave rather large (. 5 mm diam) tubular bubbles up to a centimeter in length. Whether
these were vacuum bubbles or contained gas is not known. It was found that the incidence
of bubbles can be reduced almost to zero if the sample is rotated as it is grown and if
the water is boiled and transferred hot to the tube in which the ice is to be grown.

This suggests that the bubbles were caused by trapped dissolved gas, possibly COz.
In doped samples a cloudiness was always encountered at concentrations of much
more than 1% by weight NH4F, At high concentrations (3%) the liquid-solid interface
always had the appearance of ordered rows of fine feathers. But the solid was single
-2.-7I ^
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crystal even though opaque. We believe
that what happens can be described with
reference to Figure 4, which shows a
portion of the growing crystal. Small

a'

crystals (dendrites'5)^, a1 grow out into

Z>

the liquid rejecting impurities to the melt
previously in the region between them.

They find it easier to grow forward toward
the dilute melt than sideways into the
concentrated melt. This region exchanges
liquid with the rest of the melt very inef
ficiently because of its geometry. How
ever, eventually a, a', etc. , become long
enough so that the heat conduction problem
along them links their growth. There is

a"

—

LIQUID-SOLID

INTERFACE

Figure 4. Sketch showing the structure
which develops at the liquid-solid inter
face at high concentrations.

then a balance between dendrite length and
sidewise growth. As sidewise growth pro
gresses, the partially entrapped liquid becomes more and more concentrated. The
final result is then a layered structure in the impurity distribution in the sample. At
present, our methods for determining the structure of impurity concentration in the
solid are too crude to test this hypothesis.

Our early experiments were performed using Buterate acetate sample tubes.
Experiments on the conductivity of water stored in these tubes showed a pronounced
decrease in the water resistivity with storage. We therefore switched to Lucite tubes

which showed no such effects when similarly tested.
Temperature measurement at the liquid-solid interface

~~ t>-^Sk^ "U y-rn^Z^ oJj-v
<*xJh~ *- 02**^^ jtg^.

When crystals are grown from the melt under such conditions that much of the heat

of fusion must be carried away through the liquid, supercooling of the liquid is a
necessary condition for crystal growth. Indeed the degree of supercooling is believed
to be the rate-controlling factor in many such experiments. Arakowa (see Mason,

1958a) has found that the rate of growth of circular disks of ice in slightly supercooled
water could be predicted fairly well by a formula based upon equating the release of
latent heat to the heat conduction in the water. Apparently he makes no allowance for
convective cooling and therefore it is not surprising that the observed growth rates are
sometimes a little larger than predicted. Lindenmeyer (1957) has shown that ice grows
much more rapidly on brass than it does on glass or when free in the melt. This result

may be due to the high thermal conductivity of brass.

On the other hand, Hillig and

Turnbull have proposed a screw dislocation mechanism of growth in which the rate
limiting factor is not the dissipation of the latent heat.
When crystals are grown from the melt under conditions in which none of the heat

of fusion can be carried away through the melt, as in the present instance, supercooling
would not be expected except when the rate limiting process was not the dissipation of
the heat of fusion. Therefore, it is of interest to find out if supercooling occurs in our
experiments.

To investigate this point, a number of experiments was carried out using thermo
couple probes to measure the temperatures in the vicinity of the liquid-solid interface.
In some of these, the probes were moved up to the liquid-solid_interface and then
backed off known amounts, measurements being taken'at each position. A more ac

curate technique was to mount the probes in fixed positions and to allow the liquidsolid interface to grow'past them.

In this way temperature measurements could be

made in the ice as well. Moreover, continuous time-temperature recordings could be
made. Since the temperature gradient in the ice is different from that in the liquid,
there is. a discontinuity in the slope of the curve at the interface. The accuracy of such
a measurement depends primarily on the accuracy of the temperature measurement and
on the constancy of the growth rate.
Measurements of this kind were made at growth rates of 4. 2, 5. 6,

and 9 mm/hr.

Probes were located on the axis of the tube and close to the bottom and the top.

The
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results of two such measurements at the

fastest growth rate (9 mm/hr) are shown
in Figure 5.

In all cases, the temperatures

measured at the liquid-solid interface were
OC within the limits of experimental error

(± 0. 1C).

These results are in agreement

with those reported by Landauer.

Electrical phenomena associated with
crystal growth

During some experiments on polari
zation in polycrystalline ice, samples were
grown in a condenser with various external
circuit conditions.

These included con

nection to a voltage source, open circuit
and short circuit.

It was noted that although

all samples were polycrystalline there was
a clear and reproducible relation between
grain size and the external circuit con
nections. Those samples grown with a
field applied were found to be composed
of crystallites whose average dimensions
were smaller by a factor of about two
than those in crystals grown under open
circuit conditions.

Figure 5.

Temperature on the axis and

near the lower wall of the sample tube in

the vicinity of the liquid-solid interface.
Growth rate 9 mm/hr. (The slope changes
as the thermocouple passes through the
solid-liquid interface. )

These,

in turn,

were

smaller than those grown with the condenser
short circuited. These results suggest that
current may flow in the external circuit as
a result of crystal growth.

To investigate this question more

quantitatively, the apparatus shown in
Figure 6 was constructed. It consists
merely of an ordinary sample tube with two platinum grids mounted perpendicular to

the axis about 1 cm apart and connected to a current measuring device. The tube is
sealed at one end with a single crystal of ice and the remainder filled with distilled

PLATINUM

GRIDS

$

C

TO PUMP

WATER

I

Figure 6.

c

L\WW

Diagram of the sample tube for measurements
of electrical currents during growth.
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water at about zero degrees centigrade. The apparatus was provided with an exhaust
stem for pumping the dissolved gases out of the water although the demountable nature
of the apparatus led to slow leaks so that a vacuum could not be maintained for long
after the pump was sealed off. This sample tube was mounted in the gradient freezing
apparatus and the current .measured as the liquid-solid interface progressed from one
grid to the other. Because of the necessity of electrical connections to the sample tube,
it was not rotated during crystal.growth.

An initial current of about 4 x 10~9 amperes was observed as the liquid-solid inter
face passed the first grid. The polarity was such that the grid in the ice "was positive
and the one in the water negativeT As the liquid-solid interface progressed toward the
second grid the current diminished slowly. Because the sample tube was not rotated,
the liquid-solid interface was not parallel to the grids and it was not possible to establish
the end points exactly. However, during the period of growth between grids, a change

of about 2 x 10-5 coulombs flowed. The volume of ice produced during this time was
about 6. 4 cm3. Interpretation of these results must properly await the results of more
refined experiments now in progress.
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II.

LATTICE CONSTANTS OF MIXED CRYSTALS
OF ICE AND AMMONIUMFLUORIDE

Introduction

From investigations in the system ice-ammoniumfluoride by Zaromb and Brill
(I956)itis known that mixed crystals are formed between these two compounds, that is,
one ammoniumfluoride molecule can replace two water molecules in the ice lattice.
Since the lattice constants of ice and NH4F are different, a change of the lattice param

eters of the pure ice has to be expected if NH4F is incorporated in it.

The purpose of

the work was to measure this change quantitatively using X-ray diffraction techniques.

Both NH4F and pure ice crystallize in the hexagonal system. The lattice param
eters of NH4F are smaller than those of pure ice. In a mixed crystal one would expect,
for a given concentration of NH4F, "that the lattice constants would lie somewhere be
tween those of pure ice and those of NH4F.
Experimental procedure

Basic method.

One of the most precise methods for measuring lattice constants

of a polycrystalline substance consists of the use of X-ray back reflection, powder
photographs. A small change in lattice spacing d can be observed if measurements
are made at large Bragg angles because dependence of the reflection angle on d is

large for large angles.

In order to find out what effect small amounts of NH4F would

have on the lattice constants of ice, this method seemed the most suitable.

Preparation of the powder specimen. In order to obtain good powder patterns it
is necessary to have a uniformly pulverized sample. Some preliminary experiments

indicated that good results could be obtained if the ice were ground with a mortar and
pestle at dry ice temperature. The powders thus obtained were fine and dry.
Sample holder. The apparatus (Fig. 7, 8) employed a dry cold air stream to main
tain the ice at the desired temperature. This made it necessary for the powdered

sample to be held in a vapor-tight holder to prevent its evaporation into the dry stream.
Thus a specimen holder was designed and built in such a way as to incorporate a vapor-

tight compartment for the sample and provide a beam stop for the penetrating X-rays
(B, Fig. 7).
The holder is made mainly of Bakelite except for the part in contact with the sample

which is made of aluminum (Blt Fig. 7).

It is provided with a ring which presses a

thin film of Mylar (. 00025" thick, not shown in diagram) over the powder, making a .
vapor-tight seal and pressing the ice powder to a smooth surface coincident with the
front edge of the holder.

Although the thin film absorbs the reflected beams to some
degree, it is indispensable for protecting the powder against evaporation.
;

The hole (G, Fig. 7) drilled through both
,

the aluminum and Bakelite is essential. Since
the back reflections of ice are very weak, any

material which might add to the background
radiation must be eliminated.

It was shown in

the course of the experimental work that, if the
back of the holder were solid, the diffusely
scattered radiation from it was comparable to

the intensity of the ice lines thus inhibiting the
observation of these lines. The cylindrical lead

beam stop (H) was specially designed to suppress
back scattering. To prevent the sample from
entering the hole in the back of the holder, a
circular disk of Mylar film was inserted and

glued in place.

Mylar was used to give a. mini

mum of scattering.

Figure 7. Diagram of the back
reflection camera.

The camera.

The specimen holder fits into

an especially constructed camera (A, Fig. 7, 8)
which is built of an insulating material to maintain
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Figure 8.

Photograph of the back reflection camera.

the sample at below freezing temperatures.

It is designed to house the film (C, Fig. 7)

and specimen and allow cold air to come in through one port, perpendicular to the axis

of the sample holder, and leave on the opposite side through another port (E and F
respectively).

A clock motor (not shown in Fig. 7) rotates the sample holder at 1 rpm in the cold
stream to provide for more uniform cooling of the sample and a smooth powder diagram.
The back plate of the camera holds the film and accommodates the collimator in
such a way that the center of the film is held tightly against the back plate. The edges
of the film are rigidly held in place when the back is put on the camera. Black paper
inserted between the film and collimator flange maintains a light-tight seal. The
collimator itself is a slit type aperture

0. 020 x 0.404 in.

Method of cooling. As stated above, the sample is cooled by an air stream. The
source of air is a standard air compressor which feeds into a reserve tank. This air
cannot be used for cooling without purification. The main contaminants are oil and
water vapor.

The water vapor must be eliminated so that it does not condense and block

the coils through -which it passes in being cooled. The air can be dried by passing it
through silica-gel dehydrating tanks. The particular dehydrating unit we used employed
two separate tanks in such a way as to allow one to regenerate itself while the other was
in use.

The oil in the air prevented proper water absorption by the dryers in two ways.
First, it coated the silica-gel with a film which hindered the absorption of water.

Second, much of the oil remained in the dryers and, when the tank was heated to regen
erate the silica-gel, the oil carbonized and rendered the silica-gel quite inefficient.
To rid the air of this contaminant,

two oil filters were installed in series.

In operation, the air, having been purified, passes through copper coils immersed
in a dry ice-acetone bath.

A 5-gal can insulated with cork contains the bath and coils.

Then the air is led to the sample by means of Tygon tubing insulated with glass wool.
By regulating the air flow, any temperature between 0 and -70C at the sample could be

achieved.

The bath is large enough to keep the temperature at -40C (within 2C) for 15

hr.

Experimental conditions. All the experiments on pure and NH4F ice were performed
using filtered copper radiation. The X-ray tube was operated at 40 kvand 18 ma for expo
sures from 8 to 10 hr.

The temperature of the sample was maintained at -40C and
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remained constant within 1C for the entire exposure.
was chosen for a number of reasons.

The working temperature of -40C

We wished the lowest temperature possible, but

at -70C the air compressor had to operate continuously, overtaxing the machine and

causing variations in the air flow. Raising the temperature to about -50C permitted the
compressor to operate practically but since our exposures lasted 8 to 10 hr the cooling
bath needed to be recharged frequently, which caused abrupt temperature variation.
Thus -40C was a good compromise.

The powder specimens were ground, mounted, and immediately thereafter exposed
to radiation. This was done immediately to minimize crystal growth within the sample
as it was found that it required only 24 hr for the powder crystallites to become over
sized.

The characteristic lines on the photographs obtained were usually diffuse and not
very well defined. The main cause of this is the small absorption coefficient of ice
(9. 5 cm"1 for CuKa radiation) which allows a relatively large volume of the sample to
contribute to the reflected intensity.

This means that the distance from the sample to

the film is not well defined and causes the lines to be diffuse.

was between 0. 010 and 0. 015 in.

The sample thickness

Had it have been any thinner, the exposure time would

have had to be substantially increased.

During the preliminary experiments we relied on the special design features of the
camera to insure that the film-to-specimen distance remained constant. Before doing
any precise work, we conducted many experiments in this way to get some idea of the
changes in lattice parameters involved. Preliminary experiments showed a definite

change outside the experimental errors.

For the precise work a silicon standard was

built into our sample by mixing silicon powder with the ice. - This eliminated errors
due to variable sample-to-film distance and other systematic errors. The silicon
angles have been determined very precisely*.
Results

Method of analysis of films. With a mixture of pure ice and silicon as a specimen,
the films obtained showed the characteristic lines of both.

to calibrate the system in thefollowing way.

The silicon lines are used

From the geometry

r tan (it -29.) = r. tan (it - 2 9)

tan (ir -29.) = r. x tan (tt - 29)/r

where £ is the radius of a silicon line; 9 is the corresponding Bragg angle-, i\ and 9i
are the radius and Bragg angle of the ice line respectively.

Thus it can be seen that

no direct computation of the film-to-sample distance need be made in determining 9^
One need measure only the radii r_, r_. and 9. The factor tan (-rr-29)/r should have
the same value for each silicon line present since it is a geometrical constant of the

camera, namely the reciprocal of the film-to-sample distance. If, for the three Ka
lines of silicon present on our films, we use the values of 9 taken from Parrish's
work*, a different constant results for each ratio. A check of Parrish's values of 9
for the different reflections shows that these values are obtained through an extrap

olated value of the lattice parameter of silicon.

His values of 9 are, in effect, the

theoretical Bragg angles with practically all of the systematic errors reduced to zero.
But experimentally these errors are present and the values of the Bragg angles
necessarily will be different and of course the radii on the* film will be different also.

If we plot the radii of the silicon lines versus the corresponding film-to-sample
distance computed for each silicon line from the values of 9 obtained by Parrish, a
* W. Parrish, "Instruction and operation manual", Norelco X-Ray Diffraction Co.
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If we work

backwards, measuring a silicon line and using
this graph, obviously, the theoretical value of
the Bragg angle results. Measuring an ice
line on this same film and using this graph
gives its theoretical Bragg angle. Thus the
systematic errors in the values obtained for

the lattice parameters of ice are reduced.
The silicon standard.

Parrish's values

of the Bragg angles for the different reflections
of silicon using copper radiation are for a
temperature of 21C.
was at approximately
Bragg angles must be
tions we are using as

In this work the silicon
-40C, thus the corrected
35

computed for the reflec
references.

At 21C the d spacing and the correspond
ing reflections mentioned above are

r(MM)

Figure 9.

Plot of the film to sample

distance (S) versus the radius (r) of
the silicon lines, computed from

d (444) = 0.78384 A

Parrish's data.

d (533) = 0. 82816 A
d (620) = 0.85866 A.
At -40C, using Parrish's value for the coefficient of expansion as

7 x 10~6/C,

these

values become

d (444) = 0. 78353 A
d (533) = 0. 82783 A
d (620) = 0. 85832 A.
For copper radiation the Bragg angles are:
9444 = 79°26'

9533 = 68° 30'
96a) = 63°49'.
Let

c{> = tt - 29,.

then

(J5444 = 21°8'

tan 4> = 0. 38654

^533 = 43° 00'

tan <p = 0. 93252

4>620 = 52°22'

tan <|> = 1. 2970.

Calibration curve from silicon.

For the measurements of both pure ice and ice

containing 1. 6% NH4F by weight, the diameters of the measured silicon lines were
identical within the accuracy of measurement. Thus the calibration curve for both is
the same. The film distance S for each reflection is calculated as follows:
S444 = 15. 90/0. 38654 = 41. 13

S533 = 38. 15/0. 93252 = 40. 91
S620 = 52. 88/1. 2970

= 40. 70.

Knowing both S and the corresponding r for each reflection, the curve of Figure 9 is
plotted. It should be pointed out that the 444 point on this curve involves the largest
error and should be least regarded in drawing the straight line through the points.
From this curve the "effective" film distance for ice lines anywhere on the film can
be found.
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Bragg angles for pure ice and 1. 6% NH4F doped ice. From the averages of the
measurements of the ice lines of both these samples the following table results:
9.

9.

i

Reflection

_
.
Pure ice

i

, /m wu -^ • „
1. o /o NH4r ice

218

81°4.5'

81°14'

316

71°44'

71°51'

405

71°17'

71°24'

323

66°14'

66°20'

Lattice parameters of pure ice and 1. 6% NH4F ice. In the hexagonal system, the
Bragg equation relating the angle of reflection to the lattice parameters is

sin2 9=(h2 +k2 +hk)^r +|£where h, k, and i are the indices of the reflection, X the wavelength used and a and £
the lattice-constants. To solve this equation for a and c_ two such equations are needed;

one equation is obtained from the (218) reflection, for example, and the other from
(405) reflection.

Using (218) reflection with the (323) reflection,another set of values for a and c is
obtained in the same manner.
six sets of values of a and c.
Table I.

Using the other observable reflections yields a total of
The averages are listed in Table I.

Lattice constants of pure ice and ice containing

1. 6% NH4F.

Avg values (A).
c

Pure ice

1.6%NY4F

a

7. 3452

4. 5107

7.3431

4.5070

±.0011

±. 0008

Other concentrations of NH4F ice. Two other concentrations of doped ice were
studied: 0.5% and 1%. The results of the measurements of the 0. 5% doped ice were
identical to those of the pure ice and in accord with what one would suspect of this low
concentration. The results for the 1% sample fell within the experimental error of the
results obtained on the 1. 6% sample. The 1% sample was prepared from a laboratory

grown single crystal whereas the 1. 6% sample was from polycrystalline material. The

results seem to show that the 1. 6% sample was really of a concentration closer to 1%
than 1. 6%. The higher value of concentration determined chemically could be explained
by the fact that this 1. 6% NH4F wasn't all in the solid solution but was partially in the

grain boundaries. Precautions were taken with the 0. 5% and 1% samples in that both
were single crystals'. Single crystals of concentration greater than 1% were not avail
able and so samples of larger concentration were prepared from polycrystalline material.
With polycrystalline samples which were analyzed chemically to be greater than
1. 6%, no measurable lines on the film appeared. For a 2% sample, the lines disappeared
entirely, diffusing into the background of the film. It should be noted that even above
1. 6% the true concentration in the solid may have been close to 1%.
e
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III.

DEGREE OF PERFECTION OF GLACIAL ICE CRYSTALS

Introduction

In any ordinary crystal model all the atoms are placed at mathematically regular
positions corresponding to the lattice of that crystal. A real crystal which corresponded
exactly to such a model could be called an ideal crystal. No crystal is ever ideal in
this sense because of the small random thermal motion which each atom experiences.

The periodicity of any real crystal must be associated with the time average of the
positions of the atoms. A real crystal in which this kind of periodicity is fulfilled is
called a perfect crystal. Such a crystal consists of an entirely regular array of exactly
parallel and equally spaced planes of average atomic positions extending throughout the
whole volume of the crystal.

No crystals in nature are perfect.

Imperfection in crystals may arise from single atoms being out of position, impurity
atoms substituted for some of the proper atoms of the crystal or crowded -into the lattice
between them, excited systems such as ions, etc. In addition there may be agglomerates
of defects forming dislocations, grain boundaries and so forth in the crystal. Some of
these affect the diffraction of X-rays by influencing the coherence of the scattered waves.
To take this effect into account in the theory, it is convenient to imagine the crystal as
subdivided into many small blocks of relatively perfect structure which may be slightly
misaligned with respect to each other (see Fig. 10). Such a crystal is said to have a
mosaic structure or to be a mosaic crystal (Darwin, 1922). It is this type of structure
in ice crystals from Alaskan glaciers which we have investigated by means of'X-ray
diffraction. For purposes of analysis, we will assume that the small blocks are in fact
perfect. We can then describe a crystal in terms of the size and misalignment of these
blocks. The misalignment may be considered to be small if it is comparable with the
angular width of the reflection curve for a perfect crystal (less than 5 seconds of arc).
We will thus classify crystals as perfect, ideal mosaic, and imperfect mosaic.
.The perfect crystal has been described. The ideal mosaic crystal is composed of equally
sized blocks which are statistically misaligned. The imperfect mosaic is composed
of blocks with misalignment which is not purely statistical.
Since it is a priori unlikely that any crystal, whether grown in the laboratory or
found in nature, is either perfect or perfectly mosaic we must expect to content ourselves
with determining which of these extremes more nearly describes our crystals and with

obtaining approximate average values for the dimensions and angular misalignment of
the mosaic blocks.

It must be remembered that the mosaic block model in itself rep

resents a particular hypothesis chosen because it is susceptible to analysis.
probably an oversimplified picture of the actual crystal.

It is

One may find clues as to the crystal
classification by measuring the absolute
intensities of X-ray reflections or by exam
ining the shapes of the reflection peaks.
One may actually estimate the average size
and misalignment of the mosaic blocks by
studying the problems of primary and sec
ondary extinction.

ICE

CRYSTAL

MONOCHROMATIZING
CRYSTAL

Figure 10.

Darwin's model of the
mosaic crystal.

Figure 11. Diagram of the experimental
arrangement used in studies of mosaic
structure and thermal motion.
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Figure 12.

X-ray spectrometer with sample holder removed.

The apparatus used in these experiments was a double crystal spectrometer (Fig. 11).
Figure 12 is a photograph of the spectrometer. The center of the picture shows the Xray tube housing and the adjustable collimating slit. To the right is the housing for the
counter tube and to the left is the arm holding the goniometer. The sample holder
(Fig. 13) bolts to the goniometer on the end of this arm in a position directly above the
center of rotation. The counter is also mounted on an arm having the same center of
rotation. A motor drive has been incorporated in such a way that either arm or both
can be moved automatically. When both arms are moved together, the counter rotates
at twice the angular speed of the crystal.

The housing for the crystal (Fig. 13) has a double wall of thin polystyrene sheet
for insulation. The crystal is mounted inside the large ring in the center of the housing.
The ring is geared to a shaft so that it can be rotated through a full 360° by a knob on
the outside of the holder. The crystal is cooled by passing a stream of dry cold nitrogen
through the sample holder.
Theoretical background

Definitions.

Before discussing the theory involved it is appropriate to define some

terms which will occur.

DEGREE OF PERFECTION OF GLACIAL ICE CRYSTALS
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Figure 14. Parallel blocks in a
mosaic crystal.

Primary extinction:

When an X -

ray beam is reflected by a mosaic block,
energy is abstracted from the primary beam.

Thus the lower'layers of blocks experience
a weakened incident beam even though the
normal coefficient of absorption is negligible.
This will clearly affect the integrated inten
sity of the reflected beam from a mosaic

crystal but the effect will be negligible if the
Figure 13.

Sample holder.

blocks are sufficiently small.

Thus if pri

mary extinction is present, we expect it to
give us an indication of the size of the mosaic
blocks.

Secondary extinction: Even if the block size is too small for primary extinction,
extinction may still occur. In a non-ideal mosaic crystal there may be a number,of

blocks in one ray path which by chance are oriented to give Bragg reflection (see Fig. 14).
Since each of these blocks abstracts some energy from the incident beam, the total

effect may be considerable.\ Thus the crystal behaves as though it had an anomalously
high absorption coefficient. This phenomenon is called secondary extinction. To prop

erly calculate secondary extinction, one must include the multiple reflections between
the various mosaic blocks.

Integrated intensity: If a mosaic crystal is oriented in an X-ray beam in such
a way that the maximum intensity is reflected in either the Bragg or th.e Laue case, this

maximum will depend on the chance orientation of the mosaic blocks within the crystal.

Since the number of parallel blocks and the volume of each block are unknown, the

maximum intensity is not a useful quantity. However, if the crystal is rotated through
the whole reflection peak, then all blocks of the crystal are in a reflecting position once

during rotation. If the total energy E (erg) reflected during this process is measured
as the sample is rotated with an angular velocity go, . the integrated intensity p is defined
as the dimensionless ratio
Ego

P

=

(1)

where P0 is the power incident on the crystal,

This quantity can be theoretically related

to the mosaic structure.

Borrmann effect: In nearly perfect crystals it was observed by Borrmann that

in transmission (i. e., in the Laue case) the absorption coefficient is diminished appre

ciably if the crystal is in a reflecting position. This phenomenon may cause serious
difficulties in using the Laue method to determine the type of a crystal and the size of

vi*\
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the mosaic blocks.

But if a crystal is significantly mosaic the influence of the Borrmann

effect may, probably, be neglected.

Theory: The problem of the intensity of X-rays scattered from cyrstals has
been solved theoretically for the extreme cases of the perfect crystal and the perfect

mosaic crystal. The details of the treatment may be found, for instance, in James (1950).
For the case of Bragg reflections from an ideal mosaic crystal so thick that negligible
energy is transmitted, in which the blocks are too small to give appreciable primary
extinction, the integrated intensity is given by
Q

(2)

m

*m ~ Z\x
where

.
/ ~2 \2
Q = X3
_4.|F|2
-J-L'w
m

in which

(3)

v*

X
v

is the wavelength of the X-rays (cm)
is the volume of the unit cell of the crystal (not the volume of the
mosaic block)
is the geometrical structure factor

F

e2/mc2 is the classical radius of the electron
and

1 + cos229cos229'

" (1 +cos';29!)sin29

where

9' is the Bragg angle for which the monochromatizing crystal is set
u = linear absorption coefficient of the material for X-rays of
wavelength X

9 is the Bragg angle.

For the Laue case, if the reflecting net-planes are perpendicular to the plane-

parallel surface of the crystal, the integrated intensity is given by
p

rm

= Qm t sec 9 expjt (-u,
t sec 9)
\ r-

v4/

where_t is the thickness (cm) of the crystal. Neither of these expressions for pm takes
account of primary or secondary extinction.

The expressions for the integrated intensity for the case of a perfect crystal are
quite different. For Bragg reflections from a non-absorbing crystal
dpp = O
NX2 |f|
Up = —
3ir 1N
I ' —,
mc2 Wp

where N = number of unit cells per unit volume,

(5)
_ 1 + 1cos Zel cos2 29'

Wp - (i +cos2 29') sin 29 '

,

9' is as in equation 3. Note the dependence of |f| rather than |f|2. The situation

for the Laue case is complicated by the presence of the Borrmann effect and so will not
be considered.

Inclusion of secondary extinction: If secondary extinction is important, the

preceding expression for p -must be altered. Since the effect of secondary extinction
is to cause an apparent increase in absorption coefficient and since this increase is
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proportional to Q we may write

u
v/here u.

e

= u-. + gQ

(6)

m

is the effective absorption coefficient and g is a constant characteristic of the

secondary extinction and therefore also of the kind of order or disorder of the mosaic

blocks.

The smaller the factor g_, the less the order among the blocks.

Clearly as

g—0, secondary extinction vanishes and the crystal becomes an ideal mosaic.

(j.

When

is substituted for \x in the expressions for p . (eq 2 and 4) they will include the case

of secondary extinction.

Inclusion of primary extinction: According to Darwin*, primary extinction
may be included in. the above . calculation by replacing Q
by Q' where
m

cannpq
tan h

(?)

pq

v '

m

in which p_ is the number of reflecting planes in a mosaic block.
mosaic blocks are identical.

I j

It is assumed that all

The quantity q^ is defined by

_ NaX | |

e2

/Qx

for perpendicularly polarized radiation
and

I I

N aX | _|

e2 |

-, .I

/„ v

q
= —:—;r- F
•> cos 2 9
1^' ||
sin 9 ' ' mr '
'

.

(8a)

v

/

for parallel polarization, in which a. is the distance between the reflecting planes par
allel to the crystal surface, N is the number of unit cells per unit volume, and the other
symbols are as before. If the thickness of any layer of mosaic blocks is d, then :

d = pa.

Neglecting the influence of polarization ( i. e. , assuming cos 2 9 ~1) and com

bining eq 3 with eq 8 gives

d2 =X^tan9 .

(9)

m

Thus the experimental determination of Q' and p_q by means of eq 7 permits the eval
uation of d. t

The equation leading to Q' in the Bragg case is then:
ea

rn (Bragg)

2^

(10)
e

Darwin's development certainly does not hold for Laue arrangements.

shown, however, that Darwin's formulas may be used as long as

It can be

d = 4x 10~4 cm.

For values of d up to 10"3 cm the application of these formulas leads to ambiguous
results and for larger blocks it cannot be employed at all**.

* Darwin's treatment may be found in James (1950) p. 272.

t In our case 29 is small enough to neglect the influence of polarization at least within
the range of accuracy of the above formulas.

** These figures are calculated for CuKa radiation.
twice as large.

For MoKa radiation they are about
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With these restrictions in mind, we may write:

p

/T

, = tsecSQ1

'm(Laue)

m

exp (-u.

r v "e

tsecG);

(11)

'

this way eq 10 and 11 both include the effects of both primary and secondary extinction.
Theoretical width of the Bragg reflection peak. The factor g_, which arises from
the inclusion of secondary extinction, is a function of the misalignment of the mosaic
blocks. It can be related to the half width of the Bragg reflection if the angular distri
bution function of the mosaic blocks is known or assumed.

In the absence of any specific

knowledge of this distribution function, it is reasonable to assume that it is Gaussian.
It can be seen that the half width is not very sensitive to small departures from the
Gaussian distribution.

Let

P,

x

be the probability that a block will have-an angular orientation differing

by an angle A from the most probable orientation.

P/Ax=

If the distribution is Gaussian

— exp (-A2/2n2)

(12)

where n is the standard deviation.

Since g_ is related to r\ by
1

(13)

2g\/lT

P,Ax =gsfT exp(-2Trg2 A2)

(14)

and B, the half width of the function, is
' +oo

•/" P(A)dA

B = -~

(A) m ax

V

=-i— .

(15)

g \T2

For a nearly ideal mosaic crystal, B should correspond to the half width of the Bragg
reflection peak.

Experimental results

Shape of the reflection curve. With the experimental arrangement described
(Fig. 11), the counter was fixed so as to respond to reflections making an angle of twice
the Bragg angle with respect to the incident beam. The intensity of the related beam was
measured as the crystal was rotated. Measurements were made point by point over a
two degree range in the vicinity of each peak. Starting one degree away from the peak,
measurements were made at intervals of 1 0 minutes of arc for the first half degree".

For the next degree of.rotation (which included the central peak),measurements were
made every 5 minutes of arc and then again every 10 minutes of arc for the remaining
half-degree. The immediate vicinity of the peak was examined at one minute of arc

intervals. At each setting, the intensity was recorded by counting for a period of 64
sec.

This measurement was performed for the (110) and (002) Bragg reflections using

CuKa radiation and then repeated using MoKa radiation.

A sample curve is shown in

Fig. 15. It will be noted that the peak is too sharp to allow a real determination of the
amplitude to be made. However one can readily see that the half width is not greater
than 2 minutes of arc.

Using an analysis of this kind the half widths given in Table II

were determined.

The mean value of all these determinations is about 2. 8 minutes.

Since this figure

includes the effect of the divergence of the primary beam it must be regarded as a
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Measured half widths of the reflection curves

for several reflections. (Note: These values include
the divergence of the beam as well).
X-ray
radiation

Cu

Mo

Half width of reflection

Reflection

curve (min of arc)

002 Bragg

3. 0,

2. 2, 2. 0

002 Laue

3. 5

TlO Laue

2. 7

002 Bragg

2. 5

002 Laue

3. 0

TlO Bragg

3. 0

TlO Laue

3. 1

maximum limit rather than the actual
value.
Thus we are led to conclude

that if the crystal is mosaic the
angular spread of the blocks is such
that the probability function P, . has

3200

3000

a half width of less than 2. 8 minutes.

2800

Measurements of integrated inten
The integrated intensity for the
Bragg angle 9 was measured as follows:
The counter was set at the 29 position
with its window wide open. The crystal
was set at an angle smaller than 9 and
slowly rotated through the Bragg posi
tion with an angular speed corad/sec.
The total number of counts E during
this time was recorded. The crystal

2600

sity.

was then removed and the counter was

placed so as to intercept the incident
beam. The number of counts per
second P0 in this position was meas
ured and the integrated intensity p was
then calculated from eq 1

2400

2200

1200
1000

800

600
400

E co
P

=

40' 50' 56° 0'
A completely analogous operation was
used to measure p in the Laue case.
Figure 15. The diffraction peak of the (002)
Many measurements of p were made
reflection from the Alaskan ice crystal.
in this way using samples cut from the
same single crystal of Alaskan glacier
ice. Several reflection orders were examined and the results were tabulated in Table

III.

These numbers may be used to test different hypotheses concerning the structure

of the crystal.

In the simplest case, that of a mosaic crystal with no primary or secondary ex

tinction, one may calculate Qm (the Q value for a mosaic crystal) from equation 3 and
compare it with an observed value calculated from p
eq 4 for the Laue case.

by eq 2 for the Bragg case and

In a similar way, one may use eq 5 to calculate a Q value for

a perfect crystal Q . This equation is further restricted in that it holds only for the

Table III.

006

002

Reflection

002

Arrange- .

Bragg

ment

Measured values of integrated intensity p,

P

2.78xl0"6

t(cm)

0.308 1.210xl0"4

0.355

002

002
Laue

Laue

Laue

t(cm)

o

Laue

t(cm)
1.77x10

110

t(cm).

Laue

•

t(cm)

p

0.706

1.70xl0"4

1. 194''tf. 47xl0-4

0.643

0.91xl0-4

0.704

1.86

1.005

1.01

0.559

1.12

0.650

1.88

0.901

1.41

0.495

1.13

0.544

1.95

0.781

1.63

0.333

1.00

0.538

1.00

0.590

1.87

0.226

0.89

0.325

1.67

0.410

1.69

0.160

0.92

0.244

1.64

0.304

1.74

0.203

1.45

0.101

0.86

0
H
H
t—(

W

Table IV.
Order

Arrangement

Comparison of experimental and theoretical Q-values.
Primary and secondary extinction not included.

Q theoretical (eq 3)
Q

p

Perfect crystal
5.57xl0~6

Q

O
i—(

Q measured

m

Ideal mosaic
3. 82 x 10~3 cm"1

Evaluated with the assumption of
Perfect crystal
Ideal mosaic
2.60xl0"4

5. 20 x 10-4 cm-1

002

Bragg

002

Laue

3.82 x 10"3

"

5. 28 x 10"4

Laue

5. 58 x 10~5

"

6. 92 x 10"5 "

006

"

o
w
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L

xlO

20.0

10.0

.1

t (CM)

.2

.3

.4

Figure 17.

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

1.0

I.I

12

1.3

cm

p vs t, (002) reflection from

Alaskan ice crystal.

Figure 16. In -£- vs t1 for (002)
reflection from Alaskan ice crystal.

case in which the linear absorption coefficient, u, is negligible.

For ice and MoKa

radiation, \x is of the order of 1 cm-1 and its neglect in calculating Q

is justified.

The results of these calculations for the first three reflections of Table III are

given in Table IV.

It is clear from Table IV that, under the assumptions which guided the calculations,
the crystal is neither perfect nor an ideal mosaic. These results would lead us to be

lieve that it is closer to being an ideal mosaic than it is to being perfect.
secondary extinction in our analysis strengthens this view.

Inclusion of

We include secondary extinction in our calculations, by substituting the effective
absorption coefficient p. for the linear absorption coefficent p. in our eq 2 and 4. We
may use the Laue arrangement and a modified equation 4 to determine u .

If we sub-

e

stitute \x

for jjl and t' for_t sec 9 in eq 4 we have

p/t' = Qexp(-u t').

(16)

A plot of In p/t' vs _t' should yield a straight line the slope of which is a. .

If p.

is

identical to u, the crystal exhibits no secondary extinction. This would mean that no
two blocks are parallel and the crystal would be an ideal mosaic.

The relation In p/t' vs _t' is plotted in Fig. 16 for one set of experiments.

(A few

points on this plot are not on the straight line because the reflected beam was so wide

for the large thicknesses that not all of it entered the window of the counter. ) Fig. 17
is a plot of the integrated intensity p vs thickness _t' for the data of Fig. 16 (col. 5,
Table III).

The maximum of the curve occurs at

little value in calculating p.

t' = 1 /u. .

However this fact is of

because the maximum is very broad.

A considerable number of experiments have been performed in order to determine
the effective absorption coefficient. Table V summarizes the experimental results
which were obtained with a monochromatized Mo X-ray beam.

results obtained with Cu radiation.

Table VI contains the

The effective absorption coefficient jjl

was determined
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' Table V*.

Effective absorption coefficient p.
radiation,

of ice for MoKa

X = 0. 71.1 A.

He (002)

ne (no)
3. 36
2. 91
2. 97

2. 19
2. 05
2. 27

1. 23
1. 13
1. 00

3. 69
3.96

0. 93

3.41

3. 29
2.43

/

Mean

Values

Table VI*.

1.07±.12

2.17±.09

3.25±.35

Effective absorption coefficient p.
r

radiation,

e

of ice for CuKa
•>

X = 1. 5^LA.

p.

"e

(002)

ne (110)

7. 88

9. 63

10.36

9.02

9. 34
9. 84

10. 50

9. 27
8. 64
9. 89

( 11. 14

9. 30
9. 87
8. 81

8. 86

10. 94

8. 53
Mean

Values

8. 90 ±.57

9. 44 ±.28

10. 74 ±.32

from the slope of the curves such as the one shown in Fig. 16. The linear absorption
coefficient p. was determined in separate experiments. In these latter experiments the
transmitted X-ray intensity was measured for several thicknesses of a randomly
oriented crystal. All the results listed in these two tables pertain to Alaskan ice crys
tals. We see from the results that p. /p. Thus the Alaskan ice crystal exhibits

secondary extinction and must be classed as an imperfect, mosaic.

* It should be mentioned that these results do not completely agree with the experience

that g does not depend upon the wavelength. Namely, the difference
about 1 for MoKa radiation. Since (neglecting cos-terms)
[

QiWt

Q2w2

^ X =4
«rf

x2

one should expect for CuKa radiation
p.

= p. + gQ = 8.9 + 4 = 13. 9.

The experimental values are, however, appreciably lower.

p.

- p. = gQ

is
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As secondary extinction is important
in these crystals, we must reevaluate
our Q

using p.

— m

p..

in eq 2 and 4 instead of
e

When we recalculate Q

^

—m

(measured)
v

'

in this way using the data for the (002)
Laue reflection listed in Table III, we

obtain the value

Q

= 7. 4 x 10~4

in

m

agreement with the intersection in Figure
18 instead of 5. 28 x 10~4 as before,
whereas the intersection of the straight

line with the ordinate in Fig. 16 leads to
Q
= 1. 1 x 10~3. Hence v/e may conclude
m

that

Q

~ 1 x 10"3 within the limit of
m

error. This agrees also with the recal
culation of the Bragg case which yields
a new Q
= 1. 2 x 10~3
as opposed to
m

Figure 18. In ^- vs t' for (110) reflection
from Alaskan ice crystal.

^^

5. 2 x 10~4.
Thus inclusion of a correc
tion for secondary extinction brings us
closer to the theoretical value of Q

for this reflection, indicating further that the

crystal is mosaic but an imperfect mosaic.

Having pretty well established that the crystal can be described in terms of a
mosaic structure in which some of the blocks are parallel, v/e "want an idea of the size
of the blocks. We have already learned something about their average disorientation
from studying the shape of the reflection peaks. Some measure of the block size can be
obtained from investigating the amount of primary extinction present.
Referring to equation 11 which includes the effects of both primary and secondary
extinction, we see that under the limiting conditions mentioned above it can be rewritten
as

p = t'Q'exp (-Hef)

(17)

in which
t' = t sec 9.
A justification for the assumption that the limiting conditions
are fulfilled might be seen in the fact that Laue and Bragg cases lead to Q-values which
agree quite well.

Again, a plot of
p. .

In p/t' - t'

(see Fig. 18) should result in a straight line of slope

Knowing Q1 we may use the relation

H-e = M- + g1 Q'

(18)

where g_' is the value of g_ when primary extinction is included.

By

(19!
2 n/tt~

we may calculate r\ the standard deviation of the function which describes the angular
disorientation of the blocks.

\

To obtain a measure of the size of the blocks, we may combine eq 7 and 11 to give

the ratio (tanpq)/pq.

Thus the value of pq_ is determined and by eq 9, we find the values

of d, the thickness of the mosaic blocks.

Table Vll'contains the results of this analysis using the experimental data of Table
III. The last column of Table VII gives the thickness of the layers of the mosaic blocks
according to this method of analysis. Since two perpendicular directions were studied
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yielding thicknesses of the order of 10"3 cm in each case, this can be taken as a
characteristic dimension for the blocks.

The angular spread of the mosaic blocks

("n) given by this analysis is between \ and 1 min of arc, well below the maximum
figure of 2. 8 min deduced from the shape of the reflection peak.
Table VII.

Results of applying theory to the experimental data of Table III;
primary and secondary extinction included.
tanh pq

Order

Q"

^e

g'

(min of arc)

d

pq

002

1. lOxlO"3

2. 18

1. 07x1 03

0. 9'

. 288

002

•1. 06xl0"3

2. 00

0. 94x1 03

1. 0'

. 277

TlO

7. 5 xlO"4

2. 50

2. 00x1 03

0.48'

.413

1. 0xl0"3cm

1. 3xl0"3cm
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Introduction

Part of the work on thermal motion in ice has already been described (Brill,
1957). From the results given there, the only deductions that could be made were
those concerning the molecular motion in an ice crystal. Since then, further exper
iments have been performed to refine these measurements by means of a different
technique and to determine the atomic motion of the hydrogen atoms in ordinary ice
and of the deuterium atoms in heavy ice. The experimental approach was to investigate

the (OOi) type of reflections.

Except for the (004) and the (0012) reflections, these

reflections are caused almost exclusively by oxygen atoms.

For these two exceptions,

the oxygen contributions cancel exactly if the z parameter of the O atoms equals 3/16.
This dependence of the intensities on one type of atom permits separate determination
of the thermal motions of oxygen and hydrogen atoms by studying the changes of the
X-ray intensities with temperature.

The new techniques applied for studying the motion of the oxygen atoms consisted
of measuring the intensities of two or more orders at one temperature and also of
determining the temperature factor from the absolute intensity. The latter method
has also been used for investigating the motion of the hydrogen and the deuterium atoms.
The amplitudes of the oxygen atom vibrations have been evaluated from the Debye
characteristic temperature which was obtained by measuring the changes of X-ray
intensities with temperature. When evaluating the amplitudes of displacement of the
hydrogen and deuterium atoms, all modes of vibrations had to be considered. Our
results have been combined with the results of the infrared absorption experiments

on ice. The same procedure has been applied to heavy ice. The apparatus used was
a double crystal spectrometer siinilar in principle to the one used in the studies of the
degree of perfection of ice crystals. An ionization chamber served as the detector.

The full description of the apparatus can be found in Brill (1957).
Molecular motion in ice

X-ray intensities of two orders measured at one temperature. In the experiments
described below large single crystals of ice were used. Most of these were Alaskan

crystals but some (the heavy ice crystals) were grown in our laboratory.

The X-ray

intensities were measured by placing the crystal at the center of a spectrometer table
and slowly rotating it through the Bragg angle 9. An ionization chamber was used to
detect the X-rays. For each reflection, it was held stationary at the position of 29
with a wide open window. For details of the technique and the apparatus used, reference

should be made to Brill (1957).
The molecular motion in ice can be identified with the motion of the oxygen atoms.
If the molecular motion is isotropic, then it can be represented by a constant Debye

characteristic temperature Oq- This characteristic temperature can be determined by
means of X-rays as has been shown in Brill (1957). However, that report contained

only one method of determining 0^, namely, from the temperature variation of the
reflected X-ray intensity of a given order.
The characteristic temperature can also be determined by measuring the X-ray
intensities of two or more orders at one temperature. The absolute intensity of a
surface reflection is given by

P = Q/2p.

(20)

O=^- (e2/mc2)2 |F|2exp(-2M)W,

(21)

where

p. is the linear absorption coefficient for X-rays, X is the wavelength of the X-rays,
v is the volume of the cell of the ice crystal, e2/mc2 is the classical radius of the
electron, F is the structure factor, exp (-2M) is the temperature factor, and W is a
factor depending on polarization, in our case, for a monochromatized X-ray beam

(see sect. Ill, eq 3 ff.; Brill, 1957, eq 42a).
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Experimentally p is determined from

[22)

p = E co/P

where E is the area under the reflection curve, co is the angular velocity of rotation
of the ice crystal and P
is the intensity of the primary beam. Combining relations

(20), (21) and (22) we can write
E

F

2W

= Kexp(-2M)

where K is a constant,

same primary beam.

J

=

[23)

the same for the two.orders if both are measured with the

Defining J by

E

(23a]

F|2 W

we have

J = K exp(-2M)
from which
In J

(24)

= InK -2M.

Now (see James, 1950, p. 219)

ZM _mk6>D I x +4 J X2

(25)

Where x = ^o/T.m is the mass of the vibrating atom, k is Boltzman's constant,
h is Planck's constant, and <j>(x)> the Debye function, is defined by

•<«>-_£
Therefore

(26)

In J = In K - C sin2

where

c =mkGrj)
izy um
x

+

\'

[27)

If we determine the intensities of two or more orders at the same temperature, then

C can be obtained from eq 26 by plotting In J against sin2 9.
Rearranging eq 27 we get

<i>(x) . Il J.
eD
C T2K2" ^ " ! x

(28)

The left side of eq 28 can be evaluated using the value of C determined above and the
values of the constants. The characteristic temperature can then be determined

graphically by plotting the right hand side of eq 28 versus 0q and finding the intercept
corresponding to the left side of this equation.
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It is also possible to evaluate the characteristic temperature by an approximate
method.

Using (25) we may write

J = Kexp(-2B sin2 9/X2)
-where

2B=5nai?|*(x) +f

(29)

For the two orders measured at the same temperature we get the ratio

4* = exp (-2B ri(sin2 Qx - sin2 92)
V
J2

hence

In

= 2B-A- A (sin2 9)

where

A (sin2 9) = sin2 92 - sin2
Now, we make the approximation

(30)

4>(x) + x/4 w 1.
c

This approximation is justified because for x changing from 0 to 2,
from 1. 00 to 1.111.
In

(x) + -r

changes

The approximation yields

12h2T

1

(31)

rnl^B27 \* A (sln2 9)

from which the characteristic temperature can be de'termined.

Although the approximate method yields values of 0jjdiffering only by a few percent
from those evaluated by the exact method, we used the exact method for evaluating our
results.

Tables VIII and IX contain the results of the determination of the characteristic

temperature obtained from two orders measured at one temperature.

was repeated at several different temperatures-.

This experiment

The average of the two mean values

(224± 5K) is taken as the characteristic temperature of molecular vibrations in ice.

It

will be pointed out later that this value has been confirmed by other experimental

evidence. The several determinations obtained by comparing (006) and (008) reflections
and (008) and (0010) reflections gave consistent results over a wide temperature range.
The values in Tables VIII and IX follow a Gaussian distribution.

Determination of the temperature factor from absolute intensity.

It is also possible

to determine the temperature factor exp (-2M) by measuring the absolute intensity

of a reflection.

This can be seen by combining relations (20), (21) and (22).

to use this method the geometrical structure factor F must be known.

In order

Its derivation

will now be outlined.

We assume that each oxygen atom is surrounded tetrahedrally by four others and
that the hydrogen atoms lie on the lines joining the oxygen atoms. It is then possible
to express the geometrical structure factor in terms of a single parameter z' which
denotes the distance of the hydrogen atom from the midpoint of the line joining two
oxygen atoms and measured along this line. The O-O-distance is 2. 76 A. For simplic

ity we choose a small cellcontaining only four H20 molecules (Fig. 19). The P21(C2)
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Table VIII.

Characteristic temperature of molecular vibrations

obtained from the (006) and (008) reflections.
Temperature

Measured values.

E006

E008

«D

-6C

39. 6

21. 5

215K

-8C

40. 7

26. 3

239K

-12C

46. 6

21. 3

197K

-18C

109. 4

60. 8

213K

-32C

144. 7

91. 7

224K

-35C

146. 0

97. 0

242K

-44C

49. 5

34. 2

234K

-44C

56. 8

35. 3

215K

-48C

67. 7

57. 6

273K

-48C

54. 8

39. 0

230K

-.61C

129. 3

88. 5

221K

-62C

167. 0

-88C

146. 0

216K

111. 2

219K

108. 2

Mean = (226 ± 4)K

Table IX.

Characteristic temperature of molecular vibrations

obtained from (008) and (001 0) reflections.
perature

E008

Measured values.

E0010

yD

-16C

405. 5

31. 0

204K

-34C

390. 0

41. 5

235K

-39C

545. 0

45. 7

204K

-39C

416. 5

37. 7

212K

-63C

624

73. 6

240K

-66C

485. 5

56. 1

232K

-66C

586

63. 6

'222K
Mean -=

(222 ± 5)K

space group has been taken for an ice crystal with monoclinic cell in which a = b
and y = 60°. The oxygen atoms are all located on the plane bisecting the angle y.
The coordinates of the oxygen atoms were chosen to be
13 , I3 , Z,
z.

23 , 23 , _.i-2
,_,i

2

1

3,

2

3,

— ,1.

-^f 2 '

3'

1

3'

„

^ '

where the condition of tetrahedral surrounding requires that

z = 1/16.

We assume that all OH distances inj the water molecules are equal.

Since we

are dealing only with the 00i type of reflections; only the z-coordinates of the H-atoms
are needed. These, as stated before, can be expressed in terms of the parameter z|^

and the angle 19.471° (Fig. 20), which is uniquely defined by the parameter of j^e-"""
oxygen atoms.. The sine of this angle is \. The z-coordinates of the eight hydrogen
atoms

are
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^OXYGEN

OHYDROGEN
C-AXIS

Figure 20.

The H-atom parameter.

HI: z', z' + |

<h

H2: 4/16 - l/3z', 4/16 - l/3z« + 1/2

H 3: -(4/16 - l/3z'), -(4/16 - l/3z') + 1/2
Figure 19.

The four H20

H 4:

same as H 3 .

molecules in the cell of the

ice crystal.

>'

The pairs of hydrogen atoms.belong to the oxygen atoms numbered correspondingly
in Fig. 19.

The structure factor is then found to be of the form
i

F

„ = 4f^ cos 2-n-f z + 2fTT i
cos'2-rri z' + (-1) 3cos2tt
oof
Q
^ I I

i|sin2TTi>z1 +(-l)^sm2Tr —z' | f
where f_ and f
O

H

(32)

are the atomic scattering factors of the oxygen and hydrogen atoms

respectively.
In a half-hydrogen model* of the ice crystal there are two half-hydrogen atoms

placed symmetrically on the oxygen-oxygen line at distances z' from the center of
this line.

The structure factor of an OOf

reflection has then the form

L

*

1

F ool„ = 4fO cos 2tt^ z + 2fTT
I cos 2-rri z,+ (-l)23cos27r3_z'|.
H
,
i
Although
expressions
(32)
or
\
/ and (33)
\
/ differ in form, the values of F

0 0 £„

\

:33)
calculated from

each are practically the same.

We determined the absolute intensity of the (006) reflection from ice at -IOC by
comparing it with the (006) reflection from NaCl. We used surface reflection from
NaCl and transmission reflection from the ice crystal.
intensity is given by

PT - Qt sec 9 exp(-fj.t sec 9)
See sect. IX-, also Pauling (1935).

In the latter case the absolute

(34)
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where _t is the thickness of the crystal and Q is given by eq 21.

Combining this with

eq 20 for the surface reflection and applying it to our case we obtain
<\

jr

~
006 / Q \
Q006r:F
XT/

006

E600

2^y600

cos 9
/
• Q\
——exp (psec
9).

•

l

/-acx
(35)

Having obtained the value of Qnn/ and using the calculated value of F from eq 32 and 33
the temperature factor is obtained from eq 21 and the characteristic temperature from
eq 25.
^
In our case the value of the characteristic temperature is

0D = 234K
in good agreement with the values obtained previously.
Discussion of results.

The characteristic temperatures for molecular motion

have already been discussed in Brill(l957).

Various additional methods of evaluating

0q (without using X-rays) have been given there and the results stated.

Another independ

ent verification of the value of the Debye characteristic temperature is afforded by the
results of the infrared absorption experiments in ice. These experiments give a band

for the translational mode of vibrations, between 150 and 170 cm-1 which corresponds
to a characteristic temperature of about 245K.

For the Debye characteristic temperature of the oxygen atom vibrations in
ordinary ice, we have chosen the average of the two mean values from Tables I and

II, 0D

=(224 ± 5)K.

Amplitudes of molecular vibrations in ice.

The exponent of the temperature

factor M can be expressed in terms of the mean square amplitude, u2 of vibrations
of the corresponding atoms as

M=8ir2 £"£-§;?.

(36)

Combining this with eq 25 -we obtain

3h2T

4TT2mkeD2

U(x)+fl.

(37)

This formula gives the component of the amplitudes in the direction perpendicular to
the reflecting planes, i. e. , in our case, the component parallel to the c-axis. Since
each oxygen is tetrahedrally surrounded by four others, we assume that the oxygen
atom vibrations have equal amplitudes in all directions.
The calculated amplitudes of molecular vibrations in ice are plotted as a function
of temperature in Figure 21, curve 2.

Calculation of the molecular motion is much simpler, of course, if u2 in eq 36
can be determined directly from

InJ =InK - 16tt2^ (~f
or

i

Jl

0-2-Z" 1fsin_9\2
—r— j

In =r*- - 8tr u^

J2

\

X /

without any approximations being needed.
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(T) THE AMPLITUDES OF VIBRATIONS OBSERVED FROM THE 004 REFLECTION

@

-20

-10

Figure 21.

THE AMPLITUDES OF MOLECULAR VIBRATIONS

-30

-40

-50

H30

IN ICE

^70^80

^90

HOO

Amplitudes of molecular vibrations in ice (from Zajac, 1958).

However, this procedure was not used because it was difficult to run many exper
iments at exactly the same temperature. Instead, the characteristic temperature was
determined. This is independent of temperature and so all measurements can be used
to determine a mean value for it.

Hydrogen atom vibrations in ice

The method of approach.

It has already been pointed out in Brill (1957) that the

hydrogen atom vibrations cannot be represented by a constant characteristic tem
perature.

From the results stated there it can be seen that the characteristic tem

perature obtained from the (004) reflection varies markedly with temperature. This
reflection is contributed by hydrogen atoms only. Therefore hydrogen atom vibrations
must be of a completely different nature than those of oxygen atoms.
To investigate the H-atom vibrations further, the absolute values of the structure

factor were measured at different temperatures and then the temperature factor was
evaluated in different ways.
/

The absolute intensity of the (004) reflection was obtained by comparing it with a
reflection from an NaCl crystal.

Method of evaluation.

The geometrical structure factor for the (004) reflection

can be written as
o

004

fH Z eXP ("27riznx4) exp (-M004).

(38)

n=l

From this equation, using the absolutely determined value Fnf)4, the temperature
factor

exp (~Mnrj.)
004

can be evaluated. Then, using eq 36 the observed root-mean

square amplitudes vuz

obtained from this order, can be calculated.

These amplitudes

might appropriately be denoted by ^^q4, since they are the amplitudes obtained from
the (004) reflection.

They contain two components: (1) the thermal motion of the

oxygen atoms, and (2) the thermal vibrations of the hydrogen atoms within the HzO
molecule.

The oxygen atom vibrations may be subtracted by writing the structure factor in
the form

\ exp (-2-rri z x4)
004

H

exp (-MQ) exp (-MR)

(39)
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This expression has been written on the assumption that

L004 = U0 + "H •
Actually

"004 = <U0 + UH>'
= uO+ 2uOUH+UH'
However, the average of the cross-product vanishes if the atoms vibrate independently.
This is not really the case here but it can be shown to be a good approximation to within

the accuracy of our experimental data.

By eq 39 the amplitudes V u2

atom vibration can be calculated from the measured F values.

of the hydrogen

As has been said before,

the observed amplitudes are components of the vibrations in the direction perpendicular
to the reflecting planes, i.e. , in our case, they are the components of the vibrations
parallel to the c_-axis.
It is known from the infrared absorption spectra of ice that there are certain modes

of hydrogen atom vibrations which cannot be excited thermally. One of these is the
mode of stretching vibrations, i. e. , the vibrations of the hydrogen atoms along the

oxygen-oxygen line.

There are actually two such modes in ice (see Fig. 22) both with

wave numbers close to 3200 cm-1-, this corresponds to the temperature
and, of course, these modes cannot.be thermally excited.

T = 4600K,

We take into account the zero-point amplitudes by incorporating them in the

exponents M and M' of the factors which pertain to these amplitudes only.

Then

the structure factor can be written in the form:
2

F004 =fH {[£ 6XP (-27riznx4)] exp ("MS) +
+(" y exp (-2rriznx4) exp (-M^)j* exp (-MQ) exp (-M^).

(40)

The first factor inside the braces refers to the two hydrogen atoms in the cell of the

ice crystal lying on the lines parallel to the c_-axis.

The remainder pertains to the

six hydrogen atoms lying on the inclined oxygen-oxygen lines (Fig. 23).

The first two

contribute fully to vibrations along the O-O line,- and the remaining six contribute only

y of the amplitude, since

sin a = -§•

(see Fig. 23).

The assumption that the stretching vibrations observed in infrared absorption

spectra are the only vibrations along the oxygen-oxygen line can now be made.
modes that remain are the bending and librational modes.

The

Both of these will result

in motion perpendicular to the oxygen-oxygen line. It will be seen from Fig. 23 that
the two hydrogen atoms on the lines parallel to the _c -axis, in the first approximation,
do not contribute anything to the observed transverse vibrations, but the remaining
six contribute almost fully, their contribution is modified by a factor cos a where

a = 19.50°. This calls for introduction of another temperature factor M'B into the
structure factor.

Then
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004

= f

Y

H

exp

•2Triz

n

x4)
'

exp

Part,of the ice-crystal cell.

•Ms) +

O

} exp (•

2Triz

x4)

exp ("M' ) exp (

MB>

exp (-MQ)

' (41)

from which we can obtain the amplitudes / ui. of the transverse vibrations,
It is still necessary to indicate how the zero-point amplitudes can be calculated
in the cases of stretching vibrations, bending motion, and librational oscillations. We
have already mentioned that only zero-point energy can be responsible for the stretching
mode observed in the infrared absorption spectra. This is also the case for the bending
and librational modes.

Let us consider the stretching mode first. The average kinetic energy of a simple
harmonic oscillator is equal to the average potential energy, and both are equal to one
half of the total energy. Consequently for the potential energy
d-

where E

— o

d

o

is the total energy, and k is the force constant.
°

E0 = lhv-,
hv
2k

—

Since at absolute zero.
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Substituting

_L
/JL
2tt v m
results in

n2" =ttJ^8Trvm

(42)

where v is the frequency of the stretching mode.

Inserting the mass of the hydrogen

atom for m gives the stretching amplitudes /i_|, .
In the case of angular oscillation, the potential energy is given by
E

where T is the force constant and <p~ is the mean square angular displacement.

The

frequency in this case is given by

_1

V

2tt n/I

where I is the moment of inertia of the oscillating atom or molecule.
square angular displacement becomes

So the mean

r-s&T-

(«)

This formula holds for oscillations about a fixed axis.

In the case of librational oscillations, _I is the moment of inertia of the whole
molecule about the axis passing through the center of mass. In the case of bending
motion, I is the moment of inertia of one hydrogen atom about the same axis.

The mean square amplitude is obtained from cj>2 by

= (OH) n/c})2

(44)

where OH is the hydrogen-oxygen distance.

Experimental results. We first determined the absolute intensity of the (004)
reflection at a temperature close to the melting point.

Four independent absolute

intensity measurements were performed on ordinary ice at high temperatures.
X gives the values of the structure factor evaluated from these measurements.
Table X.

Structure factor for (004) reflection from ice.

Temperature (C)

Table

Absolute values.

F004

-10

1.18

-14

1.20

-10

1.24

-16

1.19

, .,„

mean:

1. 20 ± 0. 02

mean temperature:

12. 5C
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Geometrical structure factor F__. for ice.
004

Circles indicate mean values in different temperature

regions.

(From Zajac, 1958).

Several ratios of intensities were determined at lower temperatures.

From

these and from the mean value of F«_ . at -12. 5C the values of the structure factor

at lower temperatures were calculated (Fig. 24).
The absolute values of the structure factor from Figure 24 were used to evaluate
the amplitude of the hydrogen atom vibrations by the methods outlined above. Expanding
eq 38 in sine and cosine terms and substituting the values of z appropriate to the

hydrogen positions (as we did in obtaining eq 33), we find

F004 " 2fH cos 2tt4z' + 3 cos 2tt -^ z1

exp (-MQ04)

The amplitudes JuzQQ. were calculated from eq 45 using f

(45)

= 0. 31

and z' correspond

ing to the OH distance of 1. 00 A. These amplitudes are plotted in Figure 21, curve 1.
The figure also shows the amplitudes of the oxygen atom vibrations.

The hydrogen atom vibrations can be found by subtracting the oxygen amplitudes
according to the relation

004

lO + UH •

Instead of doing this, we evaluated the amplitudes

which, as described above,

are the amplitudes of the hydrogen atom vibrations in the direction perpendicular to
the oxygen-oxygen line, after subtracting the molecular and stretching vibrations. To
evaluate these amplitudes, eq 41 was solved for exp (-M' ) after the factors

exp (-M ) and exp (-M' ) were calculated by the procedure outlined (eq 42, 43).
Table XI contains the zero-point amplitudes and the corresponding temperature
factors for the hydrogen atom vibrations.
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Figure 25. Amplitudes v u^T in ice (from Zajac, 1958).
Dashed line shows Vu2

+ u2 .

Table XI. Zero-point amplitudes and temperature factors for the stretching,
bending and librational modes of hydrogen atom vibrations in ice.
Wave number

Mode

Zero-point amplitude

Temp, factor

V u2"

T7~

Stretching

3200 cm-1

0.0052

0. 07 A

exp (-Mg) = 0.970

Bending

1650

0.0102

0. 10 A

exp (-ML) = 0. 997

500

0.0168

0. 13 A

Librational

Fig. 25 is a plot of the amplitudes V u2

The horizontal dashed line gives the

zero-point value of the quantity

J

ui, +.. u

L

or the total zero-point amplitude in the direction perpendicular to the oxygen-oxygen
line.

It can be seen from Figure 25 that at low temperature the amplitudes Jvfc are
lower than those calculated from the zero-point energies. It is stated in Zajac (1958)
that some changes are admissible. For instance the OH distance could be changed to
1. 01 A. This is actually the OD distance in heavy ice as given by Peterson and Levy

(1957). Another possibility is a change in the ^-parameter. If Ju^ is recalculated
with the z' parameter corresponding to

3/16 + 0.0002 (Fig. 26),

OH = 1. 01 A

and the ^-parameters equal to

/u* approaches the zero-point amplitudes asymptotically.
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Experimental results for heavy ice

Molecular vibrations in heavy ice. Exactly the same procedure has been applied
to heavy ice. Table XII gives the characteristic temperature for molecular vibrations
determined by comparing the X-ray intensities of two orders measured at one tem
perature.

Table XII.

Characteristic temperature for molecular vibrations
in heavy ice. Measured values.

Temperature (C)

006

008

0-D

-13

181

129

238K

-37

204

154

236K

The mean value of these two determinations, 237K, is taken as the characteristic

temperature for molecular vibrations in heavy ice.

Using this value we calculated

the amplitudes of the molecular vibrations (Fig. 27, curve 2).
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Amplitudes of the Deuterium Atom
Vibrations. As in the case of ordinary ice,

F004

we first determined the absolute value of

.70

the geometrical structure factor for the

(004) reflection at temperatures around
-IOC.

.60

This was done by comparing the

intensities

E

H,0

and E_^ _ of reflections
D,0

from ordinary and heavy ice.
.50

The structure

factor was evaluated from the relation

.40

F

2

F

I2

E

H20'

D,0

JH70

.30

A series of experiments was conducted
°C
1.20
-20

-40

-80

-60

in which the intensities of the 4th order

-100

were determined for ordinary and heavy
ice, one measurement immediately following
Figure 28. Geometrical structure factor
the other. Both heavy and ordinary ice
Fnn . for heavy ice.
crystals were grown in the same -way.
Crystals of the same dimensions were cut
Thus the same experimental conditions
and mounted in an exactly similar manner
obtained for both kinds of crystals. A summary of the results is given in Table XIII

Table XIII.

Structure factor for the (004) reflection in heavy ice.

EH20

ED20

Temp (C)

Measured intensity
96. 0

-7

112. 7, 98. 7

-14

Mean

Measured intensity

Mean

ED20
EH20

96. 0

85. 7, 85. 6

85. 7

1. 120

1. 32

92. 3

1. 145

1. 35

105. 7

88. 9,

90. 9,

97. 0

F°20 004

The structure factors for heavy ice at lower temperatures were determined from
the ratios of intensities of the (004) reflection measured at several temperatures.

Figure 28 shows the curve of Fqq. for heavy ice.
The deuterium atom amplitudes were evaluated in the same way as the amplitudes

of the hydrogen atom vibrations.

The zero-point amplitudes were evaluated first.

Since a search of the literature did not reveal any experimental data on the different
modes of the deuterium atom vibrations, it was assumed that the corresponding fre

quencies could be obtained from the hydrogen frequencies in ordinary ice through the
relation
1
D

nT2

H

This will be correct if the force constant associated with the deuterium-atom vibrations

is the same as that for the hydrogen-atom vibrations.

The corresponding zero-point

amplitudes, expressed in terms of the hydrogen amplitudes, are given by the relation

4D

vrz"

*H
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Figure 29.

-100 °c

-80

-50

Amplitudes /u2

for D-atoms,

The calculated zero-point amplitudes and the associated temperature factors are
given in Table XIV.

Table XIV. Zero-point amplitudes of the stretching, bending and
librational modes of deuterium atoms in heavy ice.
Zero-p oint amplitude

Temperature factor

Mode

H2"

Stretching
Bending

n/H2"

.0036

. 060 A

• .0072

. 085 A

. 0119

.109 A

Libration

exp (-Mb) = 0. 979, exp (-M* ) = 0. 998

Figure 27, curve 1, gives the plot of the amplitudes

calculated with the z'-parameter corresponding to

Vu004

for D,0.

OD = 1. 01 A

and

These were

z = 3/16.

Figure 29 is the plot of the amplitudes JiZ . As in the case of ordinary ice,
the amplitudes, at low temperatures are lower than the amplitudes of the zero-point
vibrations.

We have found that changing the z-parameter by the amount

Az = + . 0003

shifts the amplitude above the zero-point energy level

(see Fig. 30).

Peterson and Levy (1957) found the amplitude of oxygen vibrations in D20 at
-50C to be 0. 170 A.

The amplitude calculated with our value of the characteristic

temperature is 0. 173 A. Their value of the amplitude /u2 Q. at -50C, indicated by
a cross in Figure 27, is in good agreement with our own.
Conclusions

Summarizing the results of our investigations on the thermal motion in ice

presented in Brill (1957) and here, it can be stated that the molecular motion can
be represented by a constant characteristic temperature, namely
= 224K for ice

= 237K for heavy ice.
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for D-atoms (calculated with

z = 3/16 + 0. 0003).

The amplitudes of the thermal motion of hydrogen and deuterium atoms cannot

be represented by a characteristic temperature.

These amplitudes have been derived

from measurements of the absolute intensities of the (004) reflection.

It can be seen

from Figures 26 and 30 that, after subtracting the zero-point stretching, bending and
librational motion, there still remains some kind of motion which dies away around
-60C. This is also the point where other changes take place in ice.
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VISCOELASTIC PROPERTIES OF ICE

The investigations on the viscoelastic properties of ice, described in Brill (1957,
p. 4-26) were continued by a different technique. Instead of bending bars, ice cylinders
were subjected to extension. Snow-ice was also included in the investigation. The
analysis of the results throws light on the mechanism of the deformation of ice.
Experimental procedure

Apparatus and technique. The
apparatus (Fig. 31) consists of a steel
frame resting on a heavy plate, which
in turn rests on a metal plate that can
be leveled horizontally. One of the steel
columns carries a Statham strain gage

(5), which can be moved vertically along
the steel column. " There is also a gear

arrangement for fine adjustment (6),
enabling vertical movements of the order .
of 10~4 cm to be carried out.

The other

column (8) carries a small brass platform,
which can be slid vertically along the
column and screwed tight to it at any
desired height. The platform itself can
be raised or lowered at any fixed position

at the column by means of a spring and
lever device. The whole apparatus is
placed in a thermostated and -well insulated
wooden box. A bare thermocouple inside
the box showed temperature variations

not larger than 1/20C. The output of the
Statham gage was passed via an amplifier
to a Leeds and Northrup Pen Recorder.
For the highest sensitivity used, one

division on the recorder (total 100 divi
sions) corresponded to a deformation of
the ice specimen of 2 x 10"5 cm.
Ice blocks of about 2. 5 x 2. 5 x

10 cm

were frozen directly on to aluminum
cylinders of 2. 5 cm diam and 2. 5 cm

height (2).

Figure 31. Tensile deformation apparatus.

The surface to which the ice

was frozen was suitably roughened to increase the adhesion. The other end was turned
down and threaded to form a stud -which screwed into the top plate of the apparatus.

Ice cylinders (l) were turned from these blocks on a lathe at -IOC; the final dimensions
were usually 1 cm diam, 9 to 1 0 cm length.

A shoulder of about 3 mm thickness was

left on the ice cylinder next to the aluminum cylinder to give it greater stability. A
small aluminum disk of 1. 2 cm diam and 0. 2 cm thickness (3) was then frozen on to
the free end of the ice cylinder.

The metal surface in contact with the ice was also

roughened. A wire loop was attached to the other side of the disk for carrying the load.
The whole assembly was then introduced into the horizontal beam of the apparatus and
secured by a wing nut. Thus a vertical alignment of the specimen was automatically

achieved. The diameter of the ice cylinder was measured by means of a micrometer^
screw to within 10~3 cm and the length with a cathetometer within 10~2 cm. The load
was applied to the specimen by lowering and removed by raising the platform. This
could be done from outside the thermostated box. The deformation of the specimen was
transmitted to the strain gage by means of a 1:1 lever (4), which made contact with the
underside of the small aluminum disk. Care had to be taken to polish this underside
and a ball bearing had to be soldered on to the point of the lever in order to make
smooth contact and to avoid irregularities in the recorder tracings. The Statham

gage (Statham Displacement Transducer, Model G7) was calibrated in situ by means
of a micrometer gage (Frequency Standard, Model M 1000, Asbury Park) in contact
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with the lever leading to the strain gage.

A straight-line relationship was found
between recorder scale readings and
micrometer movements.

The time scale

of the recorder was adjusted to \ in/min..
The temperature oscillation due to thermal
expansion of the specimen and apparatus

did not exceed \ division on the recorder
(1 x 10"5 cm actual) in most cases.
Samples. Polycrystalline ice, socalled snow-ice, was prepared by filling

troughs with tap water to a height of about_
2 in.

Snow of narrow particle size range

348g/cmz

(previously sieved) was then sieved into
the water until the surface was dry.

This

TIME (MIN)

mixture was frozen at -5C and the outer

Figure 32.

layers (about 1 cm thick) were cut away
from the ice blocks thus obtained.

Creep curves for snow-ice
at -5C,

Rectan

1st batch.

gular blocks (2. 5 x 2. 5 x 10 cm) were then
cut from the large blocks and processed

as described in the previous section.

The snow-ice was fairly fine-grained-, the grains

were of irregular shape and of 1 to 2 mm "diameter".

The orientation of the crystal

lites was random, as revealed under polarized light. The specimens had an appre
ciable number of air bubbles evenly distributed. Any specimen with unusually large

air bubbles was discarded.

The density of the snow-ice was 0. 886 g/cm3compared

with 0. 917 for ordinary ice at-5C.

Single ice crystals were obtained from Alaskan glacier ice. The cylindrical
specimens used in the experiments were prepared in such a way that the angle between
the c-axis and cylinder axis was known.

Single crystals were also grown in the laboratory under controlled conditions,

In

this case, boiled-out distilled water was used. Here again the angles between the
c-axis and the cylinder axis in the specimens were known.
Experimental results

Polycrystalline ice.

are shown in Fig. 32.

A number of strain vs time curves for different stresses

These curves correspond to those observed earlier (Brill, 1957,

p. 18-26) with the bar technique. They are characterized by an instantaneous elastic
deformation followed by a creep curve, which eventually goes over into a straight line.
Figure 33 shows the total strain for definite times as a function of stress. It is seen

that over the range of stresses investigated (from 348 g/cm2 to 2340 g/cm2) the rela
tionship between stress and strain is linear.
count (Fig. 34), can be expressed
= 3. 1 x

10"

This relationship, taking time into ac

to.47 + i. 75 x io-

where e is the strain, or the stress in g/cm2, and_t the time in minutes.

elastic modulus is

E2 = 5. 6 x 1010 dyne/cm2 (l /Ex'= 1. 75 x 10"8 cm2/g)

with the values given in Brill (1957).

The average

in agreement

The viscosity coefficients, derived from the

straight-line portions of the deformation curves range from

3. 6 to 6. 1 x 1014

poises.

These viscosity coefficients are about three times larger than those which would be
obtained from shearing experiments.

Another set of experiments with the same batch of snow-ice was carried out by

loading the specimens for 60 minutes and removing the load at this time.
curve (also resembling the type obtained formerly) is shown in Fig. 35.

A typical
The instanta

neous elastic recovery is of the same magnitude as the instantaneous elastic deformation.
However, the creep recovery is not complete and the residual deformation represents

the plastic flow, which has taken place during the time of loading.

If this plastic flow

is considered to be linear with time, viscosity coefficients can be calculated which are

of the same magnitude as those calculated from the straight-line portions of the pre
vious set of experiments.

Moreover, the viscosity coefficients are independent of

stress, which shows that Newtonian flow takes place. All values are recorded in
Table XV. The strain for constant times rises linearly with stress up to a stress of
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Figure 33.

Total strain vs stress at constant times, for samples shown in Fig. 32.
1900 g/cm2, from then onward it rises
more steeply with stress. The results
can be expressed similarly as the pre
vious experiments by an equation as

follows (the instantaneous elastic defor
mation is not included):
€ = 2. 5 x 10-9 o- t o.

50

This equation compares quite favorably
•with
30

40 50

70 90

200

300 400

TIME (MIN)

Figure 34.

Log strain-stress vs log time,
for samples shown in Fig. 32.

the one previously obtained.
A

second batch of snow-ice had to

be prepared for the continuation of the
experiments. In spite of the fact that

this batch was prepared in the same way
as the previous one, it showed a larger
plastic flow than the previous one, the

viscosity coefficients being about a third the values obtained before (compare Table XV
sample number XV and larger). This may be due to some aging effect. The first batch
was stored for about 10 weeks at -IOC prior to use, whereas the second batch was used

immediately. A typical deformation-recovery curve for this batch is given in Fig. 36.
Also the strain-stress curves for constant times do not quite agree with the previous
ones.

The deviation from linearity starts at much smaller stresses than observed

before as is shown in Fig. 37. The strain-stress-time relationship for this snow-ice,
excluding instantaneous elastic deformation, can be expressed as follows (<r in g/cm2
and_t in minutes):

at -5C
3. 3 x lO"10 rj-1.4 t0-48

Table XV.

Parameters for the d<'formation and

recover

y curves of polycrys talline

ice.

Recovery

Deforrrlation
it, 1

<r

(g/cm2)

(d/cmz)

•Hi

•

(poise)

E2

(d/cm2)

Re tardat ion

time (min)

^2

(poise)

T

Tl

T2

P

Re tardat

, Ez
(d/cm2)

2370

6. 1

X

XIV

1910

X

XII

1250

7. 7
7.0

XXXVIII

1910

XX

1860

XV

1275

XVI

1245

XXI

650

5.9
2. 7
2. 0

6. 1
3.4

X

X
X

X
X
X

1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

6.4 x 1014
6. 1 x 1014

4. 5 x 1010
7. 5 x 1010
7. 7 x 1010

5. 5 x

1014

2. 1 x
2. 1 x
1. 8 x

1014

6. 5 x 1010

1014

3. 1 x 1010
8.4 x 1010

1. 8 x
2.4 x

1014
1014
1014

5. 8 x 1010
5. 8 x 1010

1.5 x 10"

14.7

2. 1

0.22

2. 5 x 10"
2.6 x 10"
0. 9 x 10"
1.3 x 10"
1.7 x 10"
1.3x10"

14.7
14.7

2.6
2.0

0.29

5.9

2. 1
1.7

2. 0 x 10"

18. 2
8.5
10. 0
14.7

0.8
2. 5
2.2

•

.

«

1. 0 x 103
3. 6X102
1. 4 x 102
1

0 x 103

• «••'•

0. 23
0. 21

0. 16
0. 28
0. 13

6. 9 x 1010
9.4 x 1010

243 0

XXXV

2390
1830

XXXVI

4. 5
3.7

X

3.8

X

X

1010
1010
1010

1014
1014
3. 1 x 1014

4. 3 x
4. 0 x

7. 7 x 1010
7.6 x 1010

9. 0 x 1010

Ti

time (min)
Tz

10. 0
8. 9
3.3
7. 8
7. 7
8. 0

x
x
x
x
x
x

1010
1010
1010
1010
1010
1010

2.4 x 10"

14. 7

0. 18

1

3.2 x 10"

14. 7

2.8

1

2.0 x 10"
3. 0 x 10"

8.5
14. 7

4.6

0.7 x 10"

8. 5

1.1x10"
1.0 x 10"

5.9
5.9

1. 8
0.4

1.6 x 10"

8. 5

-IOC
XXXVII

T

P

-5C

-5C
XI

on

i\z

(poise)

6 x 10z
OxlO2

0.22

2

1 x 102

1

4 x 102

0. 23
0. 21

0. 29

0. 16

0. 2

0.28
0. 13

1. 0

14.7
14.7
14.7

2.4
1.5

2. 0 x 102

1.4

0. 16

8. 1 x 1010

1.6 x 10"

0. 11
0. 10

6. 3 x 1010
10. 0 x 1010

1.3x10"
3.4 x 10"

8.5
8.5
14. 7

O
w
t-

-IOC

2. 6 x 10"
2. 6 x 10"
3.0 x 10"

O

0. 2

3

5 x 102

1. 0

2

2.6

1

4 x 102
1 x 102

0. 11
0. 13
0. 12

>
en

H
i—i

O
-15C

-15C

4.2

X

1010
1010
1010

6.2

X

1010

1240

6.9

X

1010

1230

4.3

X

1010

XXXI

2450

XXVIII

2370

XXIV

XXIX

1920
1830

XXX

XXIIK.

5.6
5.6

X
X

5. 4 x
7. 0 x

1014

12. 7 x 1010

1.7 x 10"

1014

15. 5 x 1010.

5.3 x 10"

5.9
14.7

5. 1 x
7.2 x

1014
1014

15.0 x 1010
10. 6 x 1010

2.0 x 10"
2. 1 x 10"

8.5

6. 6x 1014
9. 3 x 1014

4.3 x 1010

1.5 x 10"

14.7

1.8

0. 10

11.5 x 1010

1.5 x 10"

0. 11

12.2 x 1010

1. OxlO2

0. 14

12. 5 x 1010
10. 6 x 1010

4. 6 x 102

0.37
0. 14

1.7 x 10"
1. 7 x 1013«
2. 1x10"
0. 6 x 10"

2. 6 x 102

2.0

5.9
0.9
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Figure 35. Typical deformation-recovery curve
for a sample of snow-ice at -5C, 1st batch.
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Figure 3 6.

Typical deformation-recovery

curve for a sample of snow-ice
at -5C,

2nd batch.

or also by

6 = 1. 5 x 10"6 t0-72 sinh

(1. 2 x 10-3 - 3. 8 x 10_6t) o-

For stresses up to about 1500 g/cm2, the strain-stress relationship is linear and can
be expressed approximately by
€ - 1. 2 x 10-8 o- t0-53.

The deformation-recovery experiments were also extended to -IOC and -15C.

For

values of elastic moduli Kl and viscosity coefficients r\1, see Table XV. Figure 38
gives some typical curves obtained at -IOC and -15C. The strains, excluding instanta

neous elastic deformation, can be expressed as follows: At -IOC (up to 2500 g/cm2),
€ = 8 x 10"9 cr t0-53.

At -15C (up to 2500 g/cm2),
e = 5 x 10"9 o- t0-53.

--
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Stress-strain curve for snow-ice, 2nd batch.
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Figure 38.

Deformation-recovery curves of snow-ice
for -IOC and -15C, 2nd batch.

A good straight line is obtained by plotting log 1. 2 x 10"8, log 8 x 10"9, and log 5 x 10~9
against the respective reciprocal absolute temperatures.

The strain can be expressed

by

e = 1. 15 exp (-11600/RT) cr t° • 53

where R is the ideal gas constant expressed in cal/Mdegree, stress o" is in g/cm2, and
time t is in minutes.

The logarithms of the average values of the viscosity coefficients for each tem
perature plotted against the reciprocal of the corresponding absolute temperatures
gives a good straight line. The exponential relationship between the viscosity
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Figure 39. Deformation curve of Alaskan glacier ice at -5C.
single crystal, c-axis at 45° to the cylinder axis.

coefficients and temperature was calculated by the method of least squares, taking the
logarithm of each individual viscosity coefficient and its corresponding reciprocal
absolute temperature.

A relationship is then obtained as follows:

T|X = 7. 5 exp (+ 16100/RT) poises.

Here, 16100 cal/M is the energy of activation for the plastic flow, R the ideal gas
constant in calories, and T the absolute temperature.

~

Table XV gives the characteristic parameters of the samples investigated.
Single ice crystals.

A number of single ice crystals were investigated at -5C.

The cylinders were of about 10 cm length and 1 cm diam.

for Alaskan glacier ice is shown in Fig. 39.
to the cylinder axis.

The deformation curve

The £-axis of this specimen was at 45°

The single crystals show quite different characteristics from

those of the polycrystalline ice. The rate of deformation, instead of decreasing with
time, increases. The strain versus time curve is very nearly a parabola and can be
represented by

e = kxt2 + o-/E
•where

kj = 1.5x 10"8 cm2/min2
and the elastic modulus

E = 4. 9 x 1010 dyne/cm2

or

5 x 107 g/cm2.
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The deformation is almost wholly plastic,

as very little recovery takes place after
removal of the load.

2x10"^

A viscosity coeffi

cient of 4. 1 x 1012 poises was calculated
from the last part of the deformation

curve (above 200 min).

Another sample

of glacier ice (c-axis 45° to cylinder axis)
gave an elastic modulus of 6. 3 x 1010
dyne/cm2 and a viscosity coefficient of
8. 6 x 1012 poises.

Reproducible results could not be
obtained with unannealed laboratory-

grown single crystals.

The deformation

curves for three samples are given in

Fig. 40.

These samples were cut from

the same single crystal. The c-axes
were all 45° to the cylinder axes. Appar

ently there is considerable strain in
these samples due to pressures developed
during freezing, apart from any other
imperfections. Only sample III S shows
a curve which seems to approach a

parabolic shape.

The elastic moduli of

these samples are 5. 5 x 1010 dyne /cm2
for IS, 5. 7 x 1010 for II S, and 8. 2 x
1010 for III S.
A deformation versus time curve

for a laboratory-grown single ice crystal,
whose c-axis was 89. 5° to the cylinder
axis is also shown in Fig. 40. As

expected, the deformation is very small.
The elastic modulus for this sample was

y°^

.—•

£*'
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50
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Figure 40. Deformation curves at -5C
for single crystals grown in the lab
oratory. C-axes are all at 45° to the
cylinder axes, except for IV S, for

which the c_-axis was 89. 5° to the
cylinder axis.

Stress was the same

for all samples, about 500 g/cm2.

4. 8 x 1010 dyne/cm2.
Small steps in the strain-time curves we re often observed in the case of single

crystals, especially when the load was applie d again after having been removed for
some time.

In such cases, stairstep curves of the order of 5 minutes duration were

observed.

Discussion

It is apparent from the experimental results that the elastic moduli obtained are
all of the same magnitude whether the specimens are single or polycrystals, glacier
ice, or synthetic single crystals. This suggests that the mechanism of the instanta
neous deformation is essentially the same in all cases and grain boundary effects
are relatively small. • This instantaneous deformation is believed to be due to a dis
tortion of the crystal lattice.

The experiments on snow-ice can be represented to a first approximation by a
Maxwell unit and a Voigt unit in series (see Fig. 41). The strain for such a model

is given by an expression as follows* (see Brill, 1957, p. 7):
1 - exp (-t/r)

(46)

Til

* Eq 46 holds only if the stress-strain relationship is linear. If this is not the case,
the stress may be raised to a power larger than one. The type of equation is still
the same for any given stress.
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Figure 41. Maxwell unit and
Voigt unit in series.
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b.

Recovery.

Figure 42. ^Strain-time curves calculated from

€t = (<r/E2) 1 - exp (-t/t)

Circles are exper-

imental points.

Here, e is the strain, rr the stress, and t the retardation time, which is approximately
related to the viscosity coefficient r\2 and elastic modulus E2 by

112/1:2 " 2(1%) '
where p, is Poisson's ratio (ca 0. 3).

Table XV contains the values for the elasticity moduli E2, the viscosity coefficient.
n2, and the retardation times t.
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Figure 42a shows some curves for strain as a function of time calculated from
only the third term in eq 46, using parameters derived from the experimental curves.
The circles represent experimental points. The recovery curves were similarly
evaluated. Their parameters are also given in Table XV and some typical calculated
curves are shown in Fig. 42b.

The actual process of deformation, on the basis of the above model, may be
tentatively pictured in rough outline as follows: The first spring corresponds to the
instantaneous deformation of the ice crystal lattice.

The Voigt unit represents the

crystallites surrounded by the elastic grain boundary regions. The dashpot of the
Maxwell unit might be connected with slip and flow between grains along the grain
boundaries.

It turns out that the strain rate as a function of time can be represented approx

imately by an equation as follows:

de /dt = cc

Here
o- the
from
This

exp (-t/T?.) - exp (-t/Tt)

(47)

t

e. is the strain (not including the purely plastic flow), _t the time of loading,
stress; c, Tj, and T2 are constants. An equation identical to eq 47 is derived
the so-called exhaustion theory of transient creep (Mott and Nabarro, 1948).
theory operates with a distribution of energies of activation.

Integration of eq 47 yields
t

^ =0-0^ exp (~t/T2) - exp (-t/T^

dt

«t =o-c lnr2/T, - Ei(-^-) +Ei(-^)
If

r2-°°,

(48)

eq 48 reduces to

e = o-c

0. 5772 + In (t/Tj) - Ei(-t/r1)

According to the exhaustion theory

(49)

1/t1 - of and

where c, is a constant and E an energy of activation.

1/t2 = c1 exp (-E/RT),

The experimental results were

evaluated according to eq 48 and 49 (for procedure see Brill, 1957, p. 12 ff). Some
typical results are given in Figure 43, where the strain, from whicb^the purely plastic
flow or steady-state creep is subtracted, is plotted against the logarithm of time.
The curves are calculated and the crosses are experimental points taken from the

actual deformation or recovery curves, respectively. The Tx, T2 and |3 = cEj

values

are included in Table XV. (3 values instead of c_ values are given in Table XV, as the
experimental results were evaluated according to Becker's theory, which will be
discussed below.

The experimental results can only be fitted approximately by eq 48.

If the initial

part of the curves is fitted closely, then deviations are apparent in the latter parts
of the curves.

It seems to be the case that the experimental curves reach constant

strain values faster than given by eq 49. There might be a small amount of strain
hardening taking place. The theoretical curves were calculated in such a way that

the best over-all fit was obtained (for procedure see Brill, 1957, p. 12 ff). The
experimental variations in the Tx and T2 values are too large to permit recognition of
their proper temperature relationship. The Tl values are fairly constant. There is
no noticeable change of the p values with temperature or stress.

In any case, if these
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parameters changed proportionally to the absolute temperature, their change would
be much smaller than the reproducibility of the experimental values. If the parameters
were to depend exponentially on the temperature, the energy of activation would have
to be at least 10 kcal in order to detect such a temperature dependence. Thus, the
experimental results neither confirm nor contradict the exhaustion theory. The same

applies to a theory proposed by Orowan (1934), from which the following equation for
transient creep can be derived:

€t = kT/Cl In [(c2/kT)t]
where c1 and c2 are constants, T_ the absolute temperature and k Boltzmann's constant.
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The other approach to the problem of transient creep consists of assuming a dis
tribution of retardation times.

Such a model containing a distribution of retardation

times could be represented by a Maxwell unit with a large number of Voigt elements
in series. These Voigt elements are assumed to have a definite number distribution

F(r) of retardation times.

The strain at a definite time of loading is given for such a

model by

o- r\

(50)

F(t) [l - exp (-t/r)]dr.

Til

In order to evaluate the integral, a definite distribution has to be assumed.

the simplest assumptions is that

F(t) = c/t

where c is a constant.

One of

Putting

t/r = x,

the third term in eq 50 can be written
2

_:
e

(TC

dx

t/T!

In

ore

+Ei(--?-) -Ei(--M

(51)

It is seen that eq 51 is identical to eq 48, and to eq 49 if T2 = «>. We have already
seen that eq 48 and 49 are approximately obeyed by the experimental results. Thus,
the general picture of the deformation of polycrystalline ice on the basis of the above
model is as follows:

Each crystallite plus its grain boundary region corresponds to

one Voigt element, flow taking place in the crystallite, the grain boundary constituting
the elastic part. The flow properties in different crystallites vary because of the
different number of imperfections (dislocations) and also the random orientation of the
c-axes in the crystallites. Similarly, the elastic properties of the grain boundaries
will vary. The recovery curves which are obtained after removal of the load can also
be evaluated by eq 48 and 49. The relevant parameters are given in Table XV-, they
are similar to those derived from the deformation curves;

Becker (1925) proposed a theory of deformation of metals which is relevant to the
present problem (see Brill, 1957, p. 11 ff). This author divides a polycrystal into
segments of different plasticities or mobilities. Each segment represents a homoge
neous region of definite plasticity. Further, each segment is surrounded by segments
of less plasticity forming a kind of elastic membrane, which takes up the stress re
leased due to the flow inside the segment. Each membrane is assumed to have the same,

elasticity modulus.

Thus, a distribution of mobilities is assumed.

Further, the

fundamental assumption is made that the rate of decrease in stress in each segment
due to flow within the segment is proportional to the stress at that instant,
drj-j/dt = -peri ,

where p is the mobility of the particular segment and o"! the stress exerted on it. The
next assumption concerns the type of distribution of the mobilities. The distribution
assumed here is the same as that used for the previous model,

F(p)

constant

where

p cc 1 /t,
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Evaluation of the theory leads eventually to equations for the strain which are identical
with eq 48 and 49. Becker's model is thus a special case of the previous model, each

Voigt element having a spring of the same elasticity modulus (hence

c = p/Ej).

The purely plastic flow (steady-state creep) can be treated separately.
is Newtonian in the range of stresses and temperatures used.
second term in eq 46 or 50:
dc

This flow

It is represented by the

/dt = rr/ni .
p

This plastic flow or steady-state creep was identified above with flow between grain
boundaries. There is ample evidence in the case of metals that such flow takes place

at relatively high temperatures (Cottrell, 1953, p. 210; Rotherham, 1951, p. 32;
Seitz, 1943, p. 107). This flow is quite a complicated process conditioned by the number
and type of imperfections (e.g. dislocations) in the grain boundary layers, by the inter
locking protuberances (which have to flow plastically), and by the nearly liquid flow in
smooth regions of the grain boundaries.

This viscous flow will be treated here by

Kauzmann's theory (1941).
According to Kauzmann, the rate of strain is given by

de/dt =N|^ ^ exp (AS/R) exp (-AH/RT) sinh (AiqoVkT).

(52)

Here, N is the number of flow units in the grain boundary regions (dislocations) per
unit volume of the specimen, X/L the shear strain for each unit of flow, k Boltzmann's

constant, T the absolute temperature, h Planck's constant) R the ideal gas constant,
AS the entropy and AH the energy of activation for the flow process, A the cross.sectional area of the flow unit, I the length.of the flow unit, q a constant, and rr the

stress applied to the specimen.

For Aiqcr« kT, sinh Aiqo*7kt S Aiqcr/kT and

Newtonian flow results. This means, in terms of the Kauzmann theory, that the con
tribution of stress to the flow of the units is small compared to the contribution of
thermal energy.

This seems to hold for ice, as the flow in this case is Newtonian.

This result is also reasonable in view of the fact that the temperatures at which the
deformations were carried out are very close to -the melting point of ice. The viscos
ity coefficients are given by

mi = j
de

cr
t.t 3Lh exp (AS/R)
t k-u it,^\~
Tj7 = N
-,. „ . v
L exp (AH/RT)
/dt
2XiAq
* v
'

or

•

"~~

r\x S const exp (AH/RT).

X

Eq 53 was found to hold in the case of polycrystalline ice.

(53)
Numerical values are given

in Table XV.

We can now express the total strain by
o-

, crt

Ej

rjj

+ 0"C

,

T

In —
T

+ Ei(—) - Ei(-—)
v t2 '
v rx>

(54)

The temperature dependent term is the second term in eq 54.

There are apparently serious discrepancies between the results obtained by Glen
(1952, 1953, 1955; Glen and Perutz, 1954) and those reported in this work. The
minimum creep rates as found by Glen should approximately correspond to the plastic
flow or steady-state creep rates in the present work. Whereas we found'Newtonian
flow, Glen's minimum creep rates are proportional to the third power of stress.
Further, Glen found an energy of activation of 32 kcal, whereas our value is 16. 1 kcal.
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, crt
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rjj

+ 0"C
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T
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T
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v rx>

(54)

The temperature dependent term is the second term in eq 54.

There are apparently serious discrepancies between the results obtained by Glen
(1952, 1953, 1955; Glen and Perutz, 1954) and those reported in this work. The
minimum creep rates as found by Glen should approximately correspond to the plastic
flow or steady-state creep rates in the present work. Whereas we found'Newtonian
flow, Glen's minimum creep rates are proportional to the third power of stress.
Further, Glen found an energy of activation of 32 kcal, whereas our value is 16. 1 kcal.
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These differences between Glen's and the present work result from a number of causes.

Glen's experiments were carried out under compression, whereas ours were performed
under tension. Furthermore, the preparation of the ice specimens was quite different
in the two cases. However, the largest differences are in the ranges of stress and

strain employed in the experiments.

Our experiments were designed to obtain the

elastic moduli, the transient creep, the steady state creep over a relatively short time

interval (ca 1 hr), the recovery curve, and with it purely plastic flow.

Glen's experi

ments were carried out with the main object of studying the steady state creep over

relatively large time intervals (about 100 hr or more). The strains obtained by Glen
were in the region from 10~2 to 10"1, whereas our strains rarely exceeded 1 x 10"4.
In addition, Glen's stresses ranged from 1 to 9 kg/cm2, whereas ours did not exceed

2. 5 kg/cm2.

Glen's results on the minimum creep rate as a function of stress indicate

that the exponent for the stress becomes smaller with decreasing stress. As a matter
of fact in the region of 2 kg/cm2 and lower, the exponent becomes about 1. 4. Thus,

the energy of activation for lower stresses may be different from that for higher
stresses. *

Glen discusses the indication of a bend in the log strain rate versus log

stress curve. He points out that in the case of aluminum a similar transition was
observed and attributed to a transition from grain boundary to intergranular slip
(Servi and Grant, 1951).

Experiments on single ice crystals have been performed by Glen and Perutz (op.
AIL strain versus time curves

cit. ), Steinemann (1952), and Griggs and Cole (1954).

approximate parabolas as was also found in the present work. Judging from the results
of Griggs and Cole, the energy of activation for the viscosity coefficients seems to be
small. According to Glen and Perutz, the slip takes place on the basal hexagonal
planes. They ascribe the increasing rate of strain with time to an inhomogeneous
deformation of the ice specimens; necking takes place causing stress concentrations.

In our experiments, the deformations were kept so small (up to about 10~2%) that no
appreciable necking could-take place. -Nevertheless, the strain increases with the
square of the time or the strain rate linearly with time'. This phenomenon may be
tentatively explained as follows: It is known that deformations at relatively low
stresses are made possible by the presence of dislocations.

In the present instance,

it may be assumed that the number of dislocations increases with time of straining;
at the same time dislocations are annihilated, eventually leading to a steady state.

A parabola for the strain versus time curve which slowly passes over into a straight
line can be obtained in this way.

This scheme can be expressed mathematically.

It

may be assumed first that
d€/dT = ktN,

where N is the number of dislocations in the specimen at time_t, and second, that
dN/dt = k2.
It follows then that

4r= k,k,t
-i^2l
dt

or

c = kt2.

It is very likely that there are dislocations present at the start of the experiment.
this number is N , the -total number N, is
— o

N

— t

= k,t + N

* Recent work by Butkovich and'Landauer (i960) supports this.

If
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de/dt = kj (k2t + N )
therefore,

e

k,k
= -A-L
t2 + klN t .

(55)

As long as the second term is negligible, a parabola is still obtained. It is also likely
that, as the number of dislocations increases with time, they will annihilate each other,
hence

dN/dt = k2 - k3N2 .

.

Eventually, a steady state will be reached where the number of dislocations formed
will be equal to the number annihilated per time unit, hence

Nt = (k2/k3)2 .
This means that the strain versus time curve will eventually slow do-wn and pass over
into a straight line.
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VI.

DIFFUSION OF NH4F THROUGH ICE

Introduction

The fact that NH4F forms mixed crystals with ice suggests the study of diffusion
effects in ice since the sensitivity of the NH4 test with Nessler's reagent is large

enough to determine the concentration of NH4 in very diluted solutions (concentrations
of 10"6 and lower). However, complications arise with such experiments because they
have to run for a rather long interval of time (several months) and, during this time,
a remarkable decomposition of NH4F takes place according to the relation:

2 NH4F — NH3 + NH4 • HF2 .

(56)

The ammonia set free by this reaction is gaseous at the temperature of our experi

ments (between -6 and -20C) and the inaccuracy caused by the decomposition must be
taken into consideration. Single crystals of ice obtained from aqueous solutions of
ammonia do not contain any ammonia, i. e. , no ammonia can be found in the melt of

these single crystals by means of Nessler's reagent. Hence, the ammonia formed
according to eq 56 cannot penetrate the ice crystals by diffusion. However, diffusion
along grain boundaries is possible. Furthermore, a liquid layer on the ice surface
could dissolve an appreciable amount of NH3.

When the diffusion experiments were performed (1956* and 1957), it was not known
that the rate of decomposition according to eq 56 was large enough to affect the measure
ments. * Hence, the diffusion experiments were originally discussed without benefit

of this knowledge, t Consequently, an attempt will be made here to evaluate the former
experiments taking into account the decomposition of NH4F.
Experiments

'

The experiments were carried out by affixing a thin pellet of NH4F ice to a bar of
ice with the same cross-sectional area, and analyzing the pellet and the ice bar

separately after the sample was stored for a long time at a constant temperature.

In

some experiments the ice bar was divided into two or three parts which were analyzed
separately. Experiments were also carried out with the NH4F ice pellet placed between
two bars of ice. ,

From what has been said above, it is evident that the decrease of NH4F concentration

in the center pellet is of no value for the calculation of a diffusion coefficient because of

the reaction (56). (We had always determined NH4 ions exclusively because of the sen
sitivity of Nessler's reaction. ) Indeed the change in concentration of these ions in this
case always resulted in diffusion coefficients which were much too high and not in agree
ment with the concentrations found in the ice bars.
Discussion

For evaluation of the analytical data, Fick's differential equation had to be solved
with boundary conditions appropriate to the experimental arrangement used. The
assumption is made that the ice bar is of infinite length. This assumption is fulfilled
if the concentration of NH4F at the far end of the bar is still practically zero when an
experiment is finished, as was the case in all experiments discussed here.
We discuss first an experiment in which a 0. 3 cm thick pellet of NH4F ice was
attached to one side of the ice bar. Under these conditions integration of Fick's
equation gives

* This was found only very recently by Dr. Brill by subliming NH4F - doped ice

from

a sample at -6C through a tube (at room temperature) to a receptacle at -80C. It could
be shown that the atmosphere over.the sublimed ice contained NH3 and so did the sub

limed ice after melting because it was in contact with gaseous NH3 during the melting

process. But, of course, no F" could be found in the sublimed sample,
t Monthly reports (Proj 22.1-19) of Sept 1956; July, Oct, Nov 1957; Jan 1959.
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=^r{+ [(h+x)e ]+^p [(h-x)e] j ;
Y

1—; 4; (y) =-A f exp (-y2)dy
2\/Dt

(57)

n/tt o

where c = concentration of NH4F in a cross section a distance xfrom the pellet; cq =
concentration in the pellet at

h = thickness of the pellet.
h = 0. 3 cm.

t = 0-; D = diffusion coefficient; t = diffusion time; and

In this case,

c

= 1. 28 x 10-2 g/cm3,

t = 147 days, and

The ice bar was cut parallel to the pellet-ice interface into three parts

which were analyzed separately:
Distance from
.

pellet-ice interface

Sample A '
Sample B
Sample C

„
.
..
f t.tt_t t->
Concentration of NH4F

0 to 1. 1 cm
1.1 to 3. 8 cm
3. 8 to 7. 8 cm

1. 1 x 10~4 g/cm3
1.6 x 10"5 g/cm3
8.8 x 10-6 g/cm3

The amount dn of NH4F which has diffused into a layer of thickness dx is

dn = cq dx

(58)

where q^ is the cross-sectional area of the bar.

The total amount diffused into a sample

is then
b

n =q Cc (x) dx

(59)

a

where a and b are the shorter and larger distances from the pellet at which the sample
was cuF. Therefore, the mean concentration in the sample is
b

c

=

ojb

b

b

SLy. f c(x)dx =^ •^ j j*i|i [(x+h)e] dx -^ [(x-h)c] dx j.(60)
a

The integration* gives:
—

o

2

1

:60a)

b-a

with

A = (b+h) ip [(b+h)e] + (a-h) ip [(a-h)e] - (b-h) ip [(b-h)e] - (a+h) ip [(a+h)e] +
+ —— exp [-(b+h)2 e2] + exp [-(a-h)2 e2] - exp [-(b-h)2 e2] .

(60b)

e \rTT

This gives the mean concentration caused by diffusion of NH4F into-the sample
taken between the distances a and b from the pellet.

* See p. 59-60.
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Now, we must take into account the fact that NH3 also diffuses between the grain
boundaries into the sample from the outside or is dissolved in a liquid layer at the

surface. The concentration of NH3 in the gas space was not constant with time. The
sample was wrapped in polyethylene foil to avoid the evaporation of ice during the long
diffusion time. Thus, the concentration of NH3 in the gas surrounding the sample
increased with time but the concentration in the gas phase at a given time was always

uniform over the whole surface of the sample.

Consequently,, equal amounts of NH3

were diffusing into each increment of the surface at any given interval of time, and

increase of concentration caused by diffusion of NH3 was the same for each volume unit
of each sample, except at sample C. Here the end face of the bar is also accessible
and not only the sides. Hence, designating the concentrations caused by diffusion of

NH4F along the bar by c^ and those by diffusion of NH3 from.the surface of the bar by
~c2 one obtains

CA = Cl, A + °2
CB = clB + cz

(61)

Cr = cx „ + fc
where _f is a factor which is related to the geometry of the sample. We want to know
the concentrations c^ which can be evaluated according to eq 60 to give the diffusion

coefficient of NH4F in ice.

Not knowing 752, the system of equations (61) is not sufficient

to solVe this problem. But one may solve it by successive approximation, assuming
first Cj „ = 0 and using the resulting value of c2 in evaluating the two other equations.
The calculation is as follows:

The cross-sectional area of the sample is

q = 7. 42 cm2.

Assuming a quadratic

cross section and taking into account the length of sample C given above, the geometrical

factor is

f = 1. 17*. The concentration C„ was found to be

we assume

8. 8 x 10"6 g/cm3

and hence

c2 = C-/f ~7 x 10~6 g/cm3. It was found that CR = 1. 6 x 10~5 g/cm3 and

consequently

c1

- 9 x 10"5 g/cm3

It is obvious that eq 60a, b

2 Cx
A

=

approximately.

can only be solved by trial and error.

The result is

(b-a)
'-

= 3. 8 x 10-3 cm.

c
o

Calculating
b = 3. 8 cm and

A = f(e ) from eq 60b with the experimental values of a = -1". 1 cm,
h = 0. 3 cm, one obtains the results given in Figure 44. Calculation
of the numerical values for the graph had to be carried out rather accurately by means

of a calculating machine because the results are the differences between rather large
numbers. One sees that f(e) in the semi-logarithmic plot is a straight line to a good
approximation. The experimental value is marked by X.
e is 1.9 cm-1. According to eq 57
D =

f =i +T7^LV
4(b-a)

2

= 4. 7 x 10~4 cm2/day.

The corresponding value of
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Inserting this value_ in eq 60b and
calculating Cx

gives Cx

c

>C

«
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o.i

lO"7 g/cm3.

Hence the concentration of NH4F effected
by diffusion is practically zero, so that the
value assumed for c"2 is correct.

_

With

D = 4. 7 x 10"4

Cx . = 4 x 10~3 g/cm3

we calculate

A = f (€ )

whereas the

h = 3.0 mm
Q = I. I cm

experimental value is

1 x 10~4.

The

b = 3.8 cm

disagreement may be caused by the fact
that the separation of the pellet from' the
ice bar could not be carried out accurately
enough, so that a part of the ice was also

removed,

001

(it has to be taken into account

that the concentration at the border be

tween pellet and bar is c /2. )
o

'

The decision as to whether the value

of D is too large was made by evaluating
the experimental data of another experi
ment where the ice bar was cut between

a = 2. 0 cm

and

b = 6. 9 cm.

In this

case the pellet of NH4F-ice mixed crystals
was 0. 3 cm thick and arranged between
two bars of ice.

cm.

For this case

h = 0. 15

1.0

Figure 44.

A = f(e) calculated from eq 60b.

Experimental value is marked by X.

From the sample a surface layer of

0. 3 cm was removed and the remainder

was analyzed.

The concentration of NH4 in the removed layer was

whereas the concentration in the remaining bulk was

experimental data were

to eq 60b gave

c

= 0.494 x 10"2 g/cm3,

D = 2. 6 x 10"3 cm2/day.

the one calculated above.

1. 7 x 10~6 g/cm3,

6. 5 x 10~7 g/cm3.

t = 96 days.

The other

Evaluation according

This diffusion coefficient is even larger than

This might be due to the fact that not enough of the surface

was removed.

These experiments lead to the conclusion that an upper value for the diffusion

coefficient of NH4F in ice is about 10"3 cm2/day. This is an upper value because the
diffusion through grain boundaries may take place much faster than the diffusion through
the bulk of the material.

As stated above, diffusion of NH3 through ice is impossible because of its very low
solubility in ice.

Thurkauf (1956) has measured the diffusion coefficient of 018 in ice.

He found that

D ~ 10"5 cm2/day at -1. 8C. If the diffusion coefficient for NH4F is much larger, as it
seems to be, it would suggest that the distortions of the ice lattice by the charge asso

ciated with the NH+ and F~ ions is large enough to facilitate diffusion.
Calculation of eq 60b

Calculation of \ -j 4j [(x-rh)e ] - ip [(x-h)e]fdx
:m)

where

i__ ^ (x) =_A_ rexPK2)d£
/dT

nTt? £
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b

(b+h)e

(b+h)e

Cip [(x+h)e] dx =j j +(y)dy=-|-| j A> (y) <*y
a

(a+h)e

o
(A2)

(a+h)e

op

oo

o

(b+h)e

(a+h)e

- I ip (y) dyU i|- j +(y) dy + j i|j (y) dyj^
Further

r ip (y) dy =-?- r r exP (-e2) ae dY =-^ ry c exP (-e2) d^
X

X

o

°

X

+ i exp (-y2)
"v/lT

,|oo+ 0-xJ exp (-£2) d£ -1exp (-x2)|

The upper limit of both remaining integrals in (A2) is the same and therefore
D

Vip [(x+h)e] dx = (b+h) ip [(b+h)e ] -(a+h) ip [(a+h)e]

^ {exp [-(b+h)2 e2] - exp [-(a+h)2 s2]j .
en/tt

The integration of
obtained.

tp t(x-h)e]

is performed in the same way and thus eq 60b is
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VII.

DIELECTRIC RELAXATION

Introduction

Measurements of dielectric relaxation times of ice-NH4F were described in detail

in the report for Ice I (Brill, 1957).

More experimental results, obtained with an

improved technique, are given here. They confirm the former results as to the
magnitude of the activation energy for dipo'le rotation. However, the new measure
ments also show that the frequency factor does not depend upon the concentration of
NH4F.

Experimental procedure

The freezing apparatus used in these experiments (Fig. 45) consists of a solution
container (Lucite; 14 x 19. 5 x 11 cm3) into which two removable baffles are placed
to obtain a laminar flow in the solution,

and

a tapered coolant container (Lucite; 9. 5 cm
high, 8. 8 cm O. D. ), with a 2-mm aluminum
disk on its bottom to keep the temperature

uniform along the freezing surface.
aluminum disk has a

THERMOMETER

The
STIRRER

7-mm hole in the

center for the thermometer, and to keep
the temperature at the center of the cooling
surface somewhat lower than the outside
ICE-WATER

areas so that nucleation starts at the center
first.
The coolant container is covered

with a polyethylene lid with a hole for
adding dry ice to the alcohol and another

BAFFLES

hole for the thermometer which measures

the temperature of the freezing surface.
AL DISK

To avoid strong supercooling of the
solution and provide nucleation centers,
fine parallel lines, which are oriented in
the direction of the flow,

have been cut

into the cooling" surface.

Another

NH4F SOLUTION

Figure 45. Freezing apparatus for
growing ice-NH4F mixed crystals.

thermometer was used to measure the

temperature of the NH4F solution.
The solution container is placed on a metal stand inside a polyethylene vessel

filled with ice and water. This vessel houses an observation tube (3.2 cm diameter
by 12. 5 cm long) to allow cathetometer measurements. The tube is closed to the
inside of the apparatus with a Plexiglas window.

The other side is also closed with a

window to avoid water condensation on the inside window.

The aqueous solution of NH4F is precooled to OC.

Then the temperature of the

acetone coolant is lowered to about -6C by adding dry ice, and is controlled in such
a way that the rate of growth of the ice crystals is low enough and constant.
The samples obtained this way are made plane parallel by touching them with
warm metal-plates and the melted substance is removed immediately with filter paper.

The condenser is in a housing (see Fig. 46) which can be immersed in an acetone
bath with temperature, controlled by adding dry ice, kept constant within ±0. 5C.
Acetone vapor is kept off the specimen by feeding precooled air into the housing of the
condenser through a metal spiral wound around the housing.

The dielectric constants were measured by a General Radio model 7I6C capacitance
bridge.
Results

In Table XVI, all the results obtained by this technique are summarized. The
evaluation of the experimental data was carried out in exactly the same manner as

described in Brill (1957, p. 32 ff).

Cole plots were drawn for the determination
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Table XVI. Activation energies and frequency factors for pure ice and
mixed crystals of ice and ammoniumfluoride of various concentrations.
NH4F
Sample

Cone.

(%)

(sec"1)
1. 8x1 08

Lower
limit
- -

Exp.
15.26

k

Upper

Theor.

limit
- -

15. 28

. 0025

3. 9±.9

5. 0 .

6. 90

7. 70

8. 51

7. 86

E2

. 003

3. 7±.4

3. 0

7. 11

7.48

7. 83

7. 75

E3

. 015

3. 0±. 3

2. 0

7. 08

7. 30

7. 54

7. 20

C

. 016

3. 1±. 3

2. 7

7. 18

7.43

7. 68

. 7. 26

Y

. 019

3. 3±. 3

2. 5

7. 08

7.40

7. 72

7. 37

B

. 02

1. 7±.2

. 072

5. 60

5. 86

6. 08

6. 07

E4

. 02

2. 7±.3

. 74

6. 60

6. 87

7. 15

6.94

E5

. 02

2. 7±.4

. 83

6. 78

6. 92

7. 04

6.94

D

. 026

2. 7±.3

. 68

6. 52

6. 83

7. 15

6. 88

H

. 053

3. 6±.3

5.9

7.45

7. 77

8. 08

7. 60

E6

. 062

3. 0±.2

2. 1

7. 11

7. 32

7. 52

7. 15

*3. 0±. 1

*1. 9

7. 20

7. 27

7.32

7. 19

E8 %

. 10

3. 2±.3

2. 1

7. 04

7.33

7. 60

7. 32

IE

. 20

3. 0±.2

1. 5

7. 00

7. 17

7. 34

7. 16

IF

. 22

3. 2±.3

3. 0

7. 15

7.47

7. 78

7. 36

S

. 30

5. 2±.2

49

8. 52

8. 69

8. 85

8. 90

t4. 7±. 4

32

8. 13

8. 51

8. 86

8. 57

E9

*

log

kxIO-7

El

E7

t

^mole
13. 2

0

P

Q
/kcal %

ID

. 32

3. 5±.4

3. 6

7. 23

7. 56

7. 89

7. 52

E10

. 35

3. 2±.2

2. 0

7. 15

7. 3 0

7.46

7. 28

L

.41

3. 8±.7

6.5

7. 30

7. 81

8. 30

7. 78

Ell

.45

3. 8±.2

4. 0

7. 38

7. 60

7. 83

7. 83

IB

.48

5. 7±.4

8. 86

9. 26

9. 36

9. 34

E12

. 50

3. 7±.2

7. 52

7. 71

7.90

7. 73

IA

. 70

4. 1±. 1

8. 18

8.30

8.43

8. 01

180
5. 1
20

14 days of a£ ;mg.
After 64 days of aj ;ing.
After

of the relaxation times and Arrhenius plots for the relaxation time T versus 1/T gave
the frequency factors and activation energies for dipole rotation.

The table shows that the activation energy for dipole rotation is 13.2 kcal/mole

for pure ice.

Very small concentrations of NH4F decrease this value to 3-4 kcal/mole

and this figure does not change appreciably with concentration.

The frequency factor

is 1015 for pure ice and is only of the order 105 to 109 for the mixed crystals.
The parallelism between frequency factor and activation energy is obvious from
the table.

This means a compensation effect is present.

Consequently the temperature

dependence of the relaxation times t of all specimens can be described by an equation
of the form:

1/t = C exp (Q./a) exp (-Q/RT)

(62)
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STIRRER

THERMOMETER

CALORIMETER

SAMPLE

ACETONE BATH

Figure 46. Capacitor and calorimeter
for dielectric relaxation experiments.
Figure 47. Dependence of frequency
factor k on the activation energy Q.

where Q is the activation energy and R. the gas constant. Hence the frequency factor k
is given by the product C exp (Q/a). Figure 47 shows the dependence of log k on Q.~
The experimental points lie approximately along a straight line. The lower line in
Figure 47 is calculated from the experimental points by the method of least squares.
The upper line is parallel and exactly hits the experimental point for pure ice which
lies far out of the region of the drawing. From the straight line it follows that
a = 550 cal. , corresponding to a temperature T of 275K.
o

Hence eq 62 may be written in the form:

1/t = C exp [-Q/RT (1 - T/T )] .
This would mean that the activation energy Q depends upon the temperature in such
a way that it is zero at the melting point of ice and increases with decreasing tem
perature. However, this kind of evaluation does not seem to be appropriate. First,
activation energies usually are independent of temperature. Second, even in liquid
water at low temperatures, an appreciable activation energy for dipole rotation in water
is required. Third, the fact that the mixed crystals between ice and NH4F show a
spectrum of relaxation times whereas pure ice does not, has not been taken into account.

This is clearly indicated by the fact that the center of the Cole arc (Fig. 48) is below
the abscissa.

Therefore, we have to conclude that a spectral distribution of activation

energies is present also.

A similar case has been considered by Cremer (1955) in the

field,of heterogeneous catalysis. If a catalyst has a number dn of active centers with
activation energies between Q and Q+dQ such that
'
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Cole diagrams for a sample of ice-NH 4 F at four different temperatures.
Sample contained 0. 02% NH 4 F.
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(62a)

dn = K exp (Q/a) dQ
the number m of molecules transformed per second is

m ='nC (a/RT - l)"1 exp [-(Q'-Q)/a] exp (-Q/RT)

(63)

where n is the total number of active centers present; Q' is the maximum and Q the

minimum activation energy (i. e. , an upper and a'lower limit is introduced for the

activation energies).

The factor (a/RT - l) depends upon temperature.

If a_ is large

relative to RT this dependence upon T is negligible and thus the factor before the
exponentials is approximately constant. The value of a found from these experiments
is so small that the straight lines in the Arrhenius plot should be curved, but this was
not observed. This curvature practically disappears if, instead of the approximate
equation 63, the better approximation

m = nC (a/RT-l)_1{exp[(Q' -Q)/a] • exp (-Q/RT) - exp (-Q'/RT)}
is used.

However, this better approximation becomes zero if

Q = Q'.

(64)

Hence, this

limit must be obtained from the exact relations:
Q'

\ exp (Q/a)
lim

m/n = lim

Q—Q'

exp (-Q/RT) dQ

Q

= C exp (-Q/RT)

Q'

Q—Q'

f

\

exp (Q/a) dQ

Q
or

lim

m/n = C (a/RT-l)-1 lim

Q—Q'

{[exp (-Q/RT) - exp (Q'/RT) exp (Q/a)]/

Q—Q'

/[exp (Q'/a) - exp (Q/a) - exp (-Q'/RT)]}.
Since the transition to

Q = Q'

is also represented in the right way by eq 63 if

the temperature dependent factor is skipped or replaced by a constant, we have used,
for the sake of simplicity, eq 63 in the form

m = 1/t = C

exp [-(Q'-Q)/a] exp (-Q/RT).

(65)

The error introduced by this procedure certainly is small and should be within
the range of the limit of error of our measurements. Furthermore, the distribution

function (62a) is approximate only.
The maximum activation energy of eq 65 obviously corresponds to that of pure
ice (13. 2 kcal/mole). For this equation to hold also if Q = Q' it must be that
C = 1015 which is the frequency factor of pure ice. The values of a = 550 and

C = 5 x 104

were determined using eq 62.

Hence

1015 exp (-13200/550) = 5 x 104.
The numerical value of the left side is 4 x 104 and this'represents a good
agreement.

The agreement can even be improved if instead of 1015 the better value

of 1. 45 is substituted (Mailer and Schmelzer, 1951).
left side.

A better agreement cannot be expected.

This gives 5. 5 x 104 for the
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One is inclined to suppose that the distribution function 62a depends upon the
concentration of NH4F in ice. But such a dependence did not show up within the range
of concentrations investigated here. The simplest explanation is to assume that,
because of the strong electric field around each ion, all the water dipoles in the
immediate neighborhood orient themselves according to this field without being
influenced by the weak outer fields applied at measurements. However, the orienta
tion of these dipoles creates a distortion of the ice lattice which decreases with
increasing distance from the site of an ion so that water molecules within a certain
distance from those sites are equally under the influence of the distortion as well as
under the influence of the regular lattice. Thus, their mobility will be increased,
i. e. , their activation energy for rotation will be decreased. Hence each ion creates
a domain, on the surface of which there are mobile water molecules requiring only

an activation energy of 3-4 instead of 13. 5 kcal/mole. Since not all the molecules at
the surface of the domain are equivalent, a spectral distribution of activation energies
has to be expected. This spectral distribution should be of the same kind for all
domains. A variation of concentration, therefore, will affect only the number of
molecules which are outside the domains. Since the activation energy of these mol

ecules is rather high, even a large change in their number will not show up experimen
tally. Furthermore, the number of ions at the smallest concentration of NH4F in our
specimens is still larger than the number of dipoles which must be oriented in the

field to explain the high dielectric constant in pure ice (Debye, 1929).

Consequently,

the distribution function is practically independent of the concentration as long as no

overlapping of domains takes place.

In eq 64, n is related to the total number of

centers in one domain and hence is also independent of concentration.

The table shows that the energy of activation varies between 1. 7 and 5. 2 kcal/mole,
The mean value is 3. 48 kcal/mole.

Specimens with an activation energy close to this

value are grown very slowly. The rate of growth of specimens E4 and E5 were equal
but larger than normal, whereas that of specimen B was still larger. This seems to
indicate that the magnitude of the lattice distortions and, consequently, the magnitude
of Q depends upon the circumstances at growth.

C in eq 65 was explained by Frank (1936) as y exp (AS/R) with y = frequency
of the rotational vibration in ice. Since y is approximately 1013, this gives a value for
AS in agreement with the small number of degrees of freedom for the orientation of
water molecules in the ice lattice.

Hence eq 65 could also be written as:

1/t =y exp (AS/R) exp [-(Q'-Q)/a] exp (-Q/RT).
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VIII.

EFFECT OF PRESSURE ON DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

Introduction
S

In addition to the extensive measurements of dielectric dispersion already reported,
experiments were also performed to determine to what degree pressure influences the
dielectric properties of ice. These experiments were of interest both as independent
studies and as an adjunct to the dispersion measurements. In the latter case, there
had been some concern that mechanical pressure on the sample during handing or
measuring might alter their properties in a non-reproducible fashion and lead to large
experimental errors.

Experimental procedure

Since it was desired that the effects be measured as a function of time, ordinary

bridge measurements were ruled out because of the balancing time involved. Since
small effects were sought, sensitivity was important. Therefore it was decided to
use an a-c bridge technique but to measure the unbalance of the bridge as a function
of time after application of a load rather than to determine a succession of new balance
points. Rebalancing the bridge after the system had stabilized would then give the
total impedance change.
In order that reasonable pressures could be applied to the sample, not only the

sample holder but the cryostat itself had to be specially constructed (Fig. 49).

The

operation can be seen from Fig. 50. The lower plate C' is fastened by insulating
rods to the roof plate R which is supported in turn by the support bars S. These rest
on the top of the steel walls of the outer container. A shaft L is fastened to a weight
table W. The other end of the shaft is rounded and fits loosely into a hemispherical
hole on top of C. Pressure is applied to the sample by placing weights on W. The

apparatus is built to support a weight of at least 50 Kg. A thermometer (not shown)
which fits into a cylindrical hole in C, measures the temperature of the top plate and

a thermocouple (not shown) buried in C' measures the temperature of the bottom plate.

Figure 49. Cryostat and condenser
assembly used in the pressure meas
urements. Exploded view. Ash can

lined with glass fiber (bottom of photo)
forms the outer container.

Above is

the imperfectly insulated middle container

and the inner container wrapped with

Nichrome wire.

The condenser assembly

hangs from two aluminum support bars
set on two blocks of wood so that the

interior apparatus can be seen. In
normal operation these blocks and the
support bars across the middle of the

picture could be removed and the compo
nents would telescope together. The
bottom of the thermometer rests on the

top plate of the condenser.
motor has been removed.

One stirring
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The cryostat (Fig. 49) is constructed
as follows: An outer steel shell (an ash
can) is lined with 4 in. of glass fiber
insulation which surrounds a sheet steel

container.

This is supported at the bottom

by 5 in. of styrofoam and contains a dry
ice and acetone mixture.

Immersed in

this liquid is a second metal container
whose inside wall is imperfectly insulated
from the outside wall and constitutes a

slow heat leak.

This second can contains

a solution of water and ethylene glycol.
Finally, a cylindrical brass container
with 4 in. diam open at the top is
immersed in this liquid. Around the base
of this container is wound a heating coil H.
Both liquids are stirred by stirring motors
not shown in the figure. The outer bath
contains an excess of dry ice and so will
stay at about -78C until the dry ice has
been used up. The temperature of the
inn,er bath can then be controlled by
controlling the current in the coil.

A number of experiments have been
carried out using this apparatus. Samples
measured included polycrystalline spec
imens with coarse- and fine-grained

Figure 50. Simplified sketch of the
pressure apparatus. x C-C is the
condenser.

H is the heater and S, S'

the support bars.

The pressure's

applied to C through the shaft L when
weights are placed on the weight table
W. The temperature is measured by

structure and single crystals cut parallel
to, perpendicular to, and at 45° to the

c_-axis.

The stress was a static compres

sion of about 2 kg/cm2 applied at the start
of each measurement. The sample holder
was connected to a G.

R.

816-C radio-

frequency bridge -which -was balanced at

1 kc before the load was applied. An
oscilloscope was used as an indicator.
bulb fits into a hole in C and by a
The sample was then loaded and the
thermocouple, not shown, buried in C'.
oscilloscope deflection was observed as
a function of the time. The bridge was
rebalanced at the end of each run. Since the balance is extremely sensitive to tem
a thermometer, not shown, whose

perature fluctuations, special precautions had to be taken.
Results

The results show that a real but small change takes place when pressure is applied.

It appears that cold working of the sample occurs, making the experiments only qual
itatively reproducible.
Several features of the results are notable.

(1) At a given temperature the effects in polycrystalline samples are an order of
magnitude or greater than for single crystals. At temperatures less than -IOC
no deflection was observable in single crystals under 2 kg/cm2 load.

Greater loading

produced a deflection.

(2) No instantaneous reflection was observed, indicating that the elastic deforma
tion of the crystal did not alter its electrical properties appreciably.

(3) For polycrystals, the deflection versus time curves were asymptotic to the
deflection axis at the origin. For single crystals, they seemed to have a finite initial
slope. This indicates that different laws govern the two cases. A somewhat similar

result has been reported for the mechanical deformation of crystals (Jellinek and
Brill, 1956).
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(4) Sudden changes were occasionally observed for both single-crystal and poly
crystalline samples.

(5) Ordinarily, loading caused a deflection which indicated greater dissipation of
electrical energy in the crystal. However, several cases were observed in which the
deflection upon loading was in the opposite direction. Only one of these cases was for
a single crystal and that for pressure applied at 45° to the c-axis.

(6) When the load was removed, the deflection usually decayed slowly and smoothly
but not back to zero. However, for polycrystalline samples it would occasionally go
beyond zero and often in such a way that the curve was not smooth.

(7) The behavior for single crystals is very much the same for all sample
orientations, (it may be somewhat less pronounced for pressure applied along the

c_-axis. ) In this respect it differs .from mechanical strain, which seems to be neg
ligible except for stresses applied at 45° to the £-axis (see Jellinek and Brill, 1956).
A possible interpretation of these results is that the electrical measurements

are sensitive mainly to defect structures in the crystal but to a different type, or
'group of types, from those controlling mechanical deformation. It seems to follow
that these defects can either be created or "destroyed" by stressing the sample.
The discontinuities observed occasionally may well result from discontinuous
change of internal stress.

The results for polycrystals are different from those for single crystals not only
in magnitude, but apparently in character as well. It might be expected that the former

reflect a surface (really interface) property and the latter a bulk property of the samples.
Figure 51 shows three typical loading and unloading curves for pure polycrystalline ice

at about -5C and 1 kc. Curve 1 is for a virgin sample suddenly loaded to about . 6 kg/cm2.
Curves 2 and 3 represent measurements at intervals of 12 min with the bridge rebalanced
after each run.

LOAD RE^OMED

20
0

DEFLECTION

-20

~ (ARBITRARY UNITS)

-40
-60_
-80 _

-I00_
TIME

-120

MINUTES
L_

10

Figure 51. Typical loading and unloading curves for polycrystalline ice
at about -5C and 1 kc. Curve 1 is for a virgin sample. Curves 2 and 3
represent repeated measurements at intervals of 12 min with the bridge
rebalanced at the end of each run.
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IX.

INVESTIGATION OF THE POLARITY OF ICE CRYSTALS

Introduction

Ordinary ice crystallizes in the hexagonal system. In this crystal system, there
may or may not be a polar axis. The polarity and structure of the water molecule
would lead one to expect that a single crystal of ice should exhibit polar properties.
However, all attempts to demonstrate pyroelectric or piezoelectric properties with
macroscopic ice crystals have failed. X-ray investigations leave open the question
of polarity, whereas neutron diffraction experiments support the Pauling structure
which is based on consideration of the zero point entropy of ice.

In the Pauling model,

the oxygen atoms form a regular hexagonal structure and the hydrogen atoms are
randomly distributed throughout the lattice subject to the conditions that only one

hydrogen appears on any 0-0 line and that each oxygen atom has hydrogen atoms in
two and only two of the four stable positions closest to it. The result is that the
molecular dipoles are randomly oriented and therefore cancel.

An alternative

possibility sometimes voiced is that there exist small polar subcrystals or domains
in the ice in which the order extends to the hydrogens, these domains being too small

to observe by conventional technique and so arranged that the total dipole moment is
zero. Support for such a view has been found in the old observation of Smithson
(1823) recently confirmed by Bader (personal communication) that hail frequently
consists of two pyramids joined base to base, one of the pyramids being truncated.
It is suggested that this may be a manifestation of pyroelectricity in small angle
crystals. However electrification associated with crystal growth or with atmospheric
friction must also be considered.

It is of interest therefore, on the one hand, to see if the randomization of the

hydrogens or domains can be suppressed during crystal growth or by treatment of a
crystal after it has grown and, on the other hand, to see if crystals can be made
small enough to include only one or a few domains. There are a number of difficulties
associated with the second procedure which need only passing mention here. In order
that the fabrication of the small crystal does not overly affect it (e. g. , strains introduced

by cleaving a large crystal), the small crystals must be prepared from the liquid or
vapor phase. In either case, the possibility of surface contamination is great. Crystals
of this kind have been prepared by freezing water dissolved in ether. Such small
crystals are very difficult to work with. The high dielectric constant makes any
technique difficult which relies on the tendency of dipoles to line up in a uniform
electric field and the propensity of such particles for picking up charge makes it very
difficult to use inhomogeneous field techniques. For these reasons we have used

almost entirely the first approach, attempting to grow or to treat macroscopic crystals
in such a way as to suppress the cancellation of dipoles.

Two principal techniques have been used. First we have grown polycrystalline
samples in the presence of an electrostatic field and second we have "soaked" poly
crystalline material and single crystals in an electric field for prolonged periods.
In addition, an apparatus has been constructed which will enable single crystals to be
grown in a field. Preliminary experiments with this apparatus have dealt only with
the electrical current produced during crystal growth. These experiments are
discussed in the section on the growth of single crystals. In the experiment discussed
below the only samples actually grown in a field were polycrystalline.

After the crystals have been prepared, either by growing them in a field or ^

soaking them in a field for many hours, they are examined by observing the discharge
voltage or the discharge current as a function of time.
Experimental procedure

The voltage decay is measured with a string electrometer whose resistance is very
high compared to the sample resistance. The current decay is measured with a
Keithley Model 410 Micromicroammeter having a low input resistance compared to
that of the sample. Thus an approach is made toward measuring open-circuit voltageand short-circuit current but only in separate experiments.

The current measure

ments are more detailed since they are made by. continuously monitoring the output of
the micromicroammeter with an Esterline Angus recorder.
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Since, with our present arrangement, the samples are prepared in one apparatus
and measured in another, the procedure has been to charge each sample to a standard
voltage (usually 23 volts) applied for one minute in the same direction as the polarizing
voltage immediately before the first discharge measurement. Thus each sample,
regardless of its long-term preparation history, has the same short-term history just
before measurement. In this way some of the variations due to handling the sample
are eliminated. After this first measurement, other experiments are performed. The

usual procedure is next to charge the crystal in the ("reverse") polarity opposite to
that in which it was prepared and to observe the decay. As a control, measurements
are also performed on samples prepared in the absence of a field in such a way as to
be as similar as possible to those produced in the field. Measurements of this kind
have been performed on polycrystalline samples grown in condensers -with a field
applied, with the condenser open-circuited and with the condenser short-circuited.

Measurements on single crystals have included samples with no charging history and

samples subjected to internal fields of about 10 v/cm (180 v applied across a 0. 2 cm
thick sample) for periods of up to several days.
Discussion

Before the results of these experiments are discussed, it must be made very clear
that the data are far from satisfactory. We are working with a material for which
reproducible dielectric measurements are difficult at best'and with samples which
often have different histories. The most important part of the electrometer data is
that for voltage below 2 v, a region in -which string electrometer measurements are
very difficult and inaccurate. The most important part of the current measurement

is in the region of 10~9 amp where phenomena associated with the polarization of the
cable dielectrics become a consideration.

As these measurements were made it

became apparent that new measurement apparatus must be built and old sample
preparation techniques modified if really satisfactory results are to be obtained.

Much effort has been devoted to the problems and new apparatus procedures are almost
ready for test.

The results given here must be considered as preliminary.

They are

included here only to give a complete report on the project.
\
Measurements on polycrystalline samples grown in a condenser|while a constant
potential of 90 v was applied to the plates (separation 2 mm) showedfta. pronounced

electrical anisotropy.

After being charged to 23 v for one minute inf'the forward

direction, the potential dropped rapidly at first and then more slowly;, finally reaching
what was almost a plateau at about one volt. It was observed that the discharge was
not smooth but rather seemed to include sudden small discontinuities.

A typical

discharge curve is shown in Figure 52. The sample was then charged for one minute
at 23 v in the reverse direction. This discharge curve is also shown in Figure 52.
The potential fell to zero in 35 sec, reversed and climbed almost to the plateau
voltage measured in the forward direction. These results are quite representative
of experiments of this kind. When the discharge is followed for hours, it is found
that the plateau voltage decays slowly. The data of Figure 52 were taken at -26C.
At higher temperatures both forward and reverse curves decay more rapidly. Unfor
tunately, from the standpoint of analysis, these decay curves are not simple exponen
tials. Moreover, they are not simple combinations of exponentials. After much effort,
it was concluded that data of this kind could not be analyzed in less than four exponen
tial terms and, for this number, slight inaccuracies in experimental data led to prohib
itively large errors in the terms. Thus although the phenomenon is strongly tem
perature-dependent, the data have not been analyzed in a form for which the functional
dependence on temperature can be given.

Control experiments on the samples grown in open-circuited and short-circuited
condensers showed no anisotropy which could not be accounted for as due to the
initial one-minute charge.

To prepare the way for single-crystal experiments, the sample grown under opencircuit conditions was charged for sucessively longer periods of time. It was found
that a plateau of the kind observed for the field-grown samples could be built up in this
way. Therefore, single-crystal samples were cut from a block of Alaskan glacier ice

and mounted so that a field could be applied parallel to the c_-axis of one sample and
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Figure 52. Typical forward and reverse discharge curves for a sample of
polycrystalline ice grown in an electric field of about 6 v/cm. T = -26C.
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Part of a typical record of the charging and discharge currents

of a single crystal sample, c_-axis parallel to applied field.

perpendicular to the c_-axis of the other sample. After several days of charging ih this
manner they were tested by the same procedure used for the field-grown polycrystals.
Voltage plateaus similar to those of the field-grown polycrystals were found when the

field was applied parallel to the £-axis, while no plateau was found if the field was
applied perpendicular to the c_-axis. As mentioned above, these data are subject to
some question because of the difficulties in instrumentation. However the general
features seem reproducible. Again the decay characteristics are not simple.
In order to get more information about the processes which cause these phenomena,

the experimental arrangement was changed to permit measurement of the charging and
discharging currents for the single-crystal samples. The measuring instrument was
a model 410 Keithley Micromicroammeter connected to an Esterline-Angus recording
milliammeter.

This allowed us to measure the current with an instrument whose

internal resistance was low compared to that of the crystal.

Four different samples

were measured and it was found that reproducible results were not obtainable,

behavior of the samples being very sensitive to their previous history.

the

However,

some general features of the results may be mentioned.

The general character of the discharge curves was similar to that found ih the

potential measurements.

After the sample had been charged for several hours to

several days, it would discharge under approximately short-circuit conditions, to a
plateau which would slowly decrease with time. A typical plateau would be between

10 9 and 10~10 amperes and persist for hours.

The charging currents of virgin

samples also showed a decay and ranged from 5 x 10~5 amp to 10"7 amp for samples
2 mm thick and 2 cm2 in cross-sectional area with 135 v applied. The automatic

recording of the data made it possible to observe the small sudden changes in charging
and discharging currents which were suspected from the potential measurements.
Figure 53 shows part of a tracing of a typical recording which illustrates this behavior.

It is interesting that this behavior was quite noticeable in the charge and discharge
characteristics of both parallel and perpendicular samples when they were virgin. But
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the decay curves for samples charged for 5 days are quite smooth.

These discontinu-

ities correspond to a flow in the external circuit of the order of 1010
discharge. The charging discontinuities are several orders of magnitude larger.
Conclusions

Measurements of both open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current on condensers

containing single crystalline or polycrystalline ice reveal an anisotropy produced by
charging the condenser for a long time or by growing the sample in an electric field.
The interpretation of the data is made difficult by the sensitivity of the measurements
to the recent history of the sample. The voltage measurements suggest that this
anisotropy is more pronounced for crystals when the field is applied parallel to the
c-axis than when it is perpendicular to the c_-axis. The current data is too variable
To confirm or refute this.

Both techniques reveal sudden jumps in the discharge

curves which suggest some sort of domain behavior. Both give decay curves which
cannot be analyzed in less than four exponential terms. The experimental results
emphasize the need for improved measuring apparatus and more refined sample
handling techniques. Using these results as a guide, considerable effort has been
expended along these lines and new apparatus is nearing completion.
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APPENDIX:
C

Concentration

LIST OF SYMBOLS

D

Diffusion coefficient

E

Elastic modulus; activation energy for creep; total number of counts corres
ponding to the area under an X-ray reflection curve.

En

Zero point energy

F

Geometrical structure factor

H

Energy of activation for plastic flow

I

Moment of inertia

J

Defined by eq 23

M

Defined by eq 25

N

Number of flow units in grain boundary regions; number of dislocations
in a specimen; number of unit cells per unit volume.

P

Intensity of the incident X-ray beam

Q

Activation energy for dielectric relaxation

R

Gas content

S

Entropy

T

Absolute temperature

a

distance between lattice planes in the a direction

c

distance between lattice planes in the £ direction; concentration

d

distance between lattice planes; thickness of mosaic blocks

f

atomic scattering factor of hydrogen atoms in ice
H

f

atomic scattering factor of oxygen atoms in ice

g

constant related to the angular spread of the mosaic blocks, not corrected
for primary extinction

g'

g corrected for primary extinction

h

Planck's constant

hki

Miller indices

k

Boltzmann's constant; frequency factor in Debye eq; force constant of an
oscillator

i

length of flow unit

m

mass of the vibrating atom

m

number of molecules transferred per second

n

number (e. g. of active centers)

p

number of reflection planes in a mosaic block

q

cross-sectional area.

r

radius

t

time; thickness of a crystal plate

u

" amplitude of vibrations of atoms in ice

u^

amplitude of the bending vibrations in ice

u

amplitude of the liberational vibrations in ice

B
L
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

u

amplitude of the stretching vibrations in ice

v

volume of a

z

oxygen parameter in ice

z'

hydrogen parameter in ice

A

defined by eq 60b

E

defined by eq 57

0_

Debye characteristic temperature

(3

number proportional to activation energy for creep

e

strain

r\

viscosity coefficient (poises); standard deviation of error curve

9

angle of X-ray reflection

X

wavelength of X-rays

p.

X-ray absorption coefficient; Poisson's ratio

p

mobility of a crystal segment; integrated intensity of X-ray reflection

cr

stress in g/cm2

T

relaxation time;

ip

defined by eq 57

co

angular velocity of the crystal rotating on the X-ray spectrometer

cp(x)

Debye function

unit cell

r
retardation time; force constant for rotational oscillations

A2

4PMP
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